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FOREWORD
This final report presents the results of a four-month
preliminary design study performed by MBAssociates under contract
to NASA Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). Mr. Richard Davidson was
the MSC Program Technical Manager, Mr .. Donald F. Adamski, the
MBA Program Manager and Mr. James Cooper, _the MBA Project
Engineer. MBAssociates was the overall system_ designer and
integrator. Perceptronics, Inc. and Control Data Corporation,
under subcontract to MBA, were responsible for man-machine
interface, supervisory computer control system and head-aimed
foveal TV system support, respectively. Hamilton Standard Division,
United Aircraft and Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing
Division contributed generously of their time to provide technical
support and background information on environmental control, life
support and power supply systems. In addition, MBA consultants.
Messrs. Kentner Wilson, Carl Flatau, Robert Rumble and Dr. William
Gerberich contributed significantly to this effort.
The study was divided into two phases 0 Phas e 1 consisted
of concepts development and selection. Phase 2 consisted of furthe:r
analyses and refinement of the design selected in Phase 1 and of simula-
tion studies in certain critical control and viewing system areas.
The Final Report consists of four volume s as follows:
Volume I
Volume II
Volume III -
Volume IV -
i
Management Summary
Concept Development and Selection
Concept Analysis
(Part I - Technical)
(Part II - Estimated Development
Program)
Simulation Studies
A detailed presentation to NASA MSC on concepts develop-
ment and selection was given at Houston, Texas on 30 August 1971.
Presentation Aids for that briefing are given in MBA Document
MB-R-7l/85. Volume II of this Final Report does not present all of
the information given at the-briefing, but instead sUlnmarizes all of
the important elements of that briefing. Similarly, ,a final report summary
presentation to NASA MSC was given by MBA at Houston, Texas on
3 December 197 L ,Pre sentation Aids for that briefing are given in MBA
Document MB-R-7l/l07. Volume III contains all of the information pre-
sented at the final report briefing. ,including a description of the
final preliminary de sign and the design analyses and tradeoff studies
leading to finalization of the design.
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ABSTRACT
A preliminary de sign has been established for a gene ral
purpose manipulator system suitable for docking, cargo handling,
assembly and maintenance operations in support of space shuttle and
space station mis sions. The manipulator can be used interchangeably
on the shuttle and station and can be transferred back and forth between
them. Control of the manipulator is accomplished by hard wiring from
internal control stations in the shuttle or station. A variety of shuttle
and station manipulator operations .have been considered including
servicing the Large Space Telescope; however emphasis has been
placed on unloading modules from the shuttle and assembling the space
station. Simulation studies on foveal stereoscopic viewing and manipula-
tor supervisory computer control have been accomplished to investigate
the feasibility of their use in the manipulator system.
The basic manipulator system consists of a single 18.3m
(60') long, 7 degree of freedom (DOF), electrically actuated main boom
with an auxiliary 3 DOF electrically actuated, extendible 18. 3m (60')
maximum length, lighting and viewing boom" A 3 DOF orienter assembly
is located at the tip of the viewing boom to provide camera pan, tilt and
roll. Primary viewing is accomplished with a black and white and color
stereoscopic, foveal, zoomable TV systelu. Direct viewing is used as
a backup where possible. TV cameras and lights are mounted on the
n"lain boom, the auxiliary boorn and on the space station and shuttle.
The main boom can exert a tip force of III Newtons (25 lbs) at which a
tip deflection of O. 142m (5.6") occurs for the boom fully extended
(straight out). The main boom actuators incorporate slip clutches
to prevent actuator /boom overloads. The main boom is symn"letrical
about the elbow and consists of two 8. 15m (27 1 ) long arms each having
identical 3 DOF, 1m (3.29') long wrist assemblies. The boom can
be operated fron"l either end and is capable of walking end-over-end
from one root point to another. Root points are located strategically
about the station and shuttle so that the desired working envelopes
can be acces sed for cargo handling as sen"lbly, repair and n"laintenance.
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The end connectors on the main boom plug directly into the root points
so that no special end effectors .are required for station assembly and
cargo handling operations. The basic manipulator system weighs approx-
imately 421 kgms (930 1bs).· Additional booln and general purpose and/or
special purpose end effectors can be added as required for other operations.
A preliminary program estimate has been made for development and flight
qualification of the manipulator system, including a dexterous general
purpose end effector and including ground simulations, and operator
training up to, but not including, orbital flights.
The results of this preliminary design study are presented
in four volumes as follows:
Vo1ulTIe I
Vo1ulTIe II
VolulTIe III -
Vo1mne IV -
Management SumlTIary
Concept Development and Selection
Concept Analysis
(Part I - Technical)
((Part II - Estimated DeveloplTIent
Program)
SilTIula tion Studie s
VolulTIe II describes the various concepts considered and the rationale
for the selected design. Volume III describes the selected prelilTIinary
design and the supporting design and tradeoff analyses.
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1.0 DEFINITIONS
Analog to Digital Copverter (A~D) - An electronic device
to convert a continuous electronic analog signal to a pulsed digital signal
with the successive bit positions representing increased weighting of
the output value ..
Anthropomorphic - Having human form or with human
attributes, specifically in this case, geometrically siITIilar to a human
to enable a position-position force reflecting dexterous controL
Berthing - The process of cO::1necting two bodies as in
docking, but with the as sis tance of a manipulator mechanism to accurately
position the bodies and to attenuate the docking load by absorbing the
kinetic energy of closure rate.
Boom - The multijointed, articulated, structural, load
carrying as senlbly of the teleope rator (manipulator) system.•
Coder - An electronic device to develop a pulse coded
3.dd:reS8 fer tr~n3:rrlissioncf datz. on Q.. data bus.
Connector - The tip of the teleoperator boom that inserts
into and latches to the root points and end effectors.
CR T - Cathode ray tube
Data Bus - An electronic system for transmission of data
to a number of addresses by pulse coding the addresses and data on a com.mon
wire bus.
Docking - The process of connecting two orbiting bodies rigidly
together by use of the attitude control/propulsion system.s of the active
body to close on the passive body and to accurately engage the docking
mechanislTI which consists of a centering mechanism, a docking load
attentuation m.echanism and a latch.
1
Decodet: - An electronic device to decode a pulse coded
address from a data bus and to enable transmission of data.
Digital to Analog Converter (D/A) - An electronic device
to convert a pulsed digital signal to a continuous electronic analog signal.
DOF (Degrees of Freedom) - A characteristic of a positioning
system which defines the number of independent variables required to
describe its motion/configuration. DOF is equal to the number of active
joints .in the system and doe s not include so called l1indexing joints Ii
unless so specified.
End Effector - A special purpose attachment to the boom to
enable dexterous or special tasks to be accomplished. May be a simple
attachment, but can be complicated as with the anthropomorphic end
effector.
EC /LSS - Environmental Con,trol/Life Support Systems.
Foveal (Eye Acuity Matching) - A split field viewing system
with a small center field of high resolution and a large, wide angle peripheral
field of low resolution approximating the acuity distribution or the eye.
Manipulator - An articulated, multijointed device for grasping,
maneuvering, moving and otherwise perforrning operations on objects. A
manipulator may resemble a teleoperator in its construction, but unlike
the teleoperator does not always (and in fact may never) require man as
an active element in the control systern. 11anipulator has been used inter-
changeably with teleoperator in this report.
Mating - The process of matching the teleoperator end location
and orientation to that of the mating socket on the object to be moved, and
inserting and latching the tip.
NA T - The man-size electro-hydraulic-pneumatic Naval
~nthropomorphicTeleoperator being developed by MBA with Navy funding
administered by AEC/NASA SNSO under Contract SNPN-53.
2
PCM - Pulse coded modulation -system of data transmission.
-- .
PWM - Pulse width modulation - efficient power amplification
method.
Root Point - The socket on the host body or vehicle from which
the teleoperator is operated. The root point is both structural, supporting
reaction forces on the vehicle structure and connective transmitting power
and control pignals to the teleoperator.
sow - Contract Statement of Work.
Stereo-Foveal - A split field viewing system with a small
stereoscopic center field (foveal) of high re solution and a monocular
peripheral field of low resolution.
Teleop~rator (T / 0) ~ A general purpose, dexter ous, man-
machine system that can augment man by projecting his manipulatory,
pedipulatoryand sensory capabilities across distance and through physical
barriers into hostile environments. Man is actively involved as a part of the
control loop in a Teleoperator System. Teleoperator has been used inter-
changeably with manipulator in this report.
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The electronic input drive to the control system
Terminal voltage of the motor
Mass of the load
Linear displacement variable
Spring constant of the boom
Length of the boom
Angular displacement yariab1e
Velocity coefficient
Motor speed constant
Motor current
Motor arrnature resistence
Motor torque
Torque constant
Laplace variable
Natural re sonant frequency - w = 2nf
Damping coefficient
Unit step function
Transfer function
Frequency domain output variable
Frequency domain input variable
Shear stress-Pascal or Newton/In2 (psi)
Stress-Pascal or Newton/m2 (psi)
Tip force - kg (lb)
Moment -Newton meters (ft lb)
Boom length - meters (ft)
Average radius of boom tube - cm (in)
Dialneter of boom ~ cm (in)
Torque - Newton meters (ft lb)
Cross section moment of inertia
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2.0 SUMMARY
The initial objective of this study was to establish a preliminary
design for a space station as sembly and cargo handling manipulator system
having its own manned control module. The space station would be as sem-
bled from, and cargo carried in, modules which would be transported into
orbit in the cargo bay of the shuttle.· The complete manipulator system
was also to be capable of stowage and transport in the shuttle cargo bay.
The basic functions of the manipulator were to be docking and as sembly
of the modules onto a station core, cargo docking or cargo transfer to the
completed station. Other functions such as propulsion package replacement
and maintenance were to be considered, provided they did not impact the
basic station or manipulator system design.
One or more booms could be considered for the manipulator
system; Ij.owe"ver; nc. force le'/els or task~ tittleS vvere specified. I'Je rnanipu-
lator system weight limit was given for the concept selection phase, however,
as with all aerospace equipment minimum ~eight must be optimized together
with development, fabrication and operational complexity and cost. The
manipulator control module was to have its own environmental control, life
support and power systems capable of limited operation independent of the
station, although normally the module could utilize the station utilities.
Several space station configurations were considered as shown
in Figure 2 -1. The cruciform configuration was selected as the reference
for this study. Several shuttle configurations were considered during the
concept selection phase. Shuttle details were not important except that
the cargo bay was taken to be 4.57 m (IS') in diameter by 18. 3m (60') in
length and that the station module could be be rthed to a berthing port on the
top of the shuttle just forward of the cargo bay. Parameters for both the
space station and shuttle are summarized in Appendix B.
5
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SPACE STATION CONFIGURATIONS
LARGE CAN
As the concept selection study progressed, it becam.e apparent.
that considerable overall econOlnies in the developm.ent of space m.a.ni.pulators
could be achieved by designing a general purpose m.anipulator system suit-
able for both space station an-d shuttle based operations. The potential
com.m.onality between the station and shuttle application is as follows:
Com.m.on Elem.ents
Manipulator Boom.s
General Purpose End Effectors
Control and Display
Data Processing
Telem.etry
Dedicated Com.puters
Control Station De sign
Different Elem.ents
Crew Capsule
ECS/LSS
Em.ergency System.s
Special Purpose End Effectors
In order to achieve the above cornm.onality, it is only necessary
that the m.anipulator boom.s be literally interchangeable and that the m.an/
m.achine interface (controls and displays) be sized to fit in both the station
and shuttle.
The evolution of the recom.m.ended m.anipulator system. concept is
illustrated by the concept selection networks shown in Figures 2-2 through
2-6. The boom. configuration selection is shown in Figure 2-2. One boom.
was selected because of the sin"lp1er control requirelnents (lower cost and
higher reliability) and because each boom. would have to be equally strong;
1.. e., if one failed, the other would be required to absorb the loads form.erly
shared by two boom.s. Furtherm.ore, it appeared that all of the required
space station tasks could readily be accom.plished with one boom.. Prim.ary
em.phasis was placed on the station in Phase 1. A fixed length elbow con-
figuration was selected because it appeared sim.pler than an extensible boom.,
it could be m.ade stronger for the sam.e weight expenditure and the extensible
feature was not required to avoid obstacles or achieve access throughout the
desired working envelope. A boom. sym.m.etrical about the elbow was selected
because of the desired interchangeability between the station and shuttle.
A constant section, circular tube type construction 'Nas selected because of
the nature of the loads in"lposed on the boom..
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FIGURE 2-2 0
BOOM CONCEPT SEl.:CTlON NETWORK
It was a contract requirement that a separate, external,
manned m.anipulator n"lodule (control station) be used for the space station
assembly and cargo handling system in order to enhance direct viewing.
The external control station selection is shown in Figure 2.3. An L-
shaped module was selected because of the increased direct viewing
achieved by having the crew compartment located radially away from a
station module longitudinal axis. (For example, if mounted on the end
of a side module, the operator could see along the sides of the module
to which he was mounted.) A "fixed" module was selected to avoid the
problelTIs of a rotating pressure seal, however, the module could be
oriented in at least opposite (180 0 ) positions. A removable boom was
selected because of the desired interchangeability between the station
and shuttle and to facilitate maintenance of the manipulator system.. (A
new boom could be brought up to replace a dalTIaged or lTIalfunctioning
boom rather than attempt in~orbit repair. )
Detailed consideration of the desired station/shuttle C01TImOn-
ality and interchangeability and of station manipulator mobility require-
ments led to MBA I S recommendation of a unique walking boom which could
be operated from either an internal or external control station. It is
a far simpler task to walk the boom end-over-end from one root point to
another than to move the relatively large control module from one berthing
port to another. Furthermore, removing man from the transfer reduces
the safety problem.s and greatly simplifies the procedures, support equip-
ment and root point utility requirements. The viewing system is not com-
promised by the walking boom concept since direct viewing is not pos sible
nor adequate for many tasks; for example, repair or maintenance tasks
using a dexterous end effector. Thus a high quality indirect viewing sys-
tem is still required £01' a "direct" viewing system.
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CONTROL STATION CONCEPT SELECTION NETWORK
The control concept selection is shown in Figure 2 -4. The length
of the boom coupled with the requirement for low weight while moving or
berthing massive objects [11,340 kgms (25,000 lb) to 129,118 kgms
(284,659 lbs)] necessitates limited tip velocities [s::. 61 m/sec (2 fps) ]
andlow angular rates (s::3° /sec). It is not practical (or perhaps even pos~ible)
to use a conventional position-position geometrically similar master slave
controller for such operations. The size ratio (slave/master) of AJ20/l
would amplify all ope:t:ator perturbations causing dynamic problems on the
slave and extreme operator fatigue would occur because of the slow Bteady
motion required. A computer aided ~ontrol system was selected to preclude
these difficulties. A library of preprogrammed motions would be available
and new motions for gros s translation, deceleration, etc. could be inputed
to the computer by Ineans of a small, scale model, geometrically similar
boom. The computer would optimize the desired motions and drive the
manipulator boom in a smooth proportional rate control mode. Position-
position and position-position with force feedhack are not appropriate to such
a computer driven control mode and fixed rate control is not as desirable nor
is it necessary. After the boom is brought to the desired linear proximity"
configuration (by the above computer aided control), and end point combined
force to rate 3.nd position-position control n"lode was selected for final berth-
ing, capture or other precision operations. 'The precision operation would
still be interfaced by the computer, but the operator would be controlling
in real time the end point location by force to rate control and the end point
orientation (wrist) by position-position control. The computer would make the
necessary coordinate transformations and drive the boolll in such a way so
as to present the operator with an x-y-z coordinate systelll referenced to
his working field of view. Selection of the cOlllbined force to rate and
position-position control lllode provides the operator with a single analog,
proportional controller. Control of a slllall (man like) dexterous end
effector would be by a bilateral, position-position force feedback control
systelll.
11
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CONTROL CCNCEPT SELECTION NETWORK
The viewing system concept selection is shown in Figure 2 -5.
TV (black and white plus color) and direct viewing were selected to achieve
maxim.um flexibility and capability. A stereoscopic foveal system was
selected to provide the overall field-of-view required for general orienta-
tion and coordination and the detail (resolution) and depth perception required
for precise tasks while at the same time minimizing the data processing
and transmission bandwidth requirements. A mobile viewer was selected
because it could be m.ade of off-the-shelf components (low cost), it would
offer high q';lality optical images, it could be made light weight cOl1"'lpared
with panel displays and the camera f~eld-of-view could be controlled by a
natural head activated control system. (The disadvantage of the viewer is
that the operator must place his face onto a viewing hood and is thereby
somewhat encumbered.) The position-isometric activation concept was
selected because within a limited range (small head lTIotion), the camera
field-of-view could be controlled in a natural position-position mode.
For greater camera movement, the mobile viewer would be pressed iso-
metrically at the limit of the position-position travel in the desired direc-
tion to control the camera in a rate mode. Both earth shadow and sunlight
fill-in illumination concepts were required. The dynamic range available
with current cameras is large enough to accomlTIodate low intensity to bright
sunlight conditions; however, they cannot accoITuTIodate two extremes
simultaneously. Thus low intensity [10 to 20 watts/rna (",1-2 watts/ ft2 )]
lamps were selected for ea:... th shadow conditions. Field separation by
means of the two camera foveal concept was s elected over the sun cheater
[line spectrum illumination @ 100 - 200 watts/rn2 (",10-20 watts/ft~l)J or
mirror reflection because it requires no additional equipment or illumin-
ation. Large contrast lighting conditions are not important in the largest
field of view, hence fill-in is not required there. The smaller foveal area
of interest can be viewed under its own local lighting conditions independent
of the overall lighting conditions. Although not shown on Figure 2-5, a
separate dedicated boorn was selected for supporting, locating and controlling
additional lights and viewing cameras.
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VIEWING SYSTEM CONCEPT SELECTION NElWORl(
The environmental control, life support and power systeln selection
is shown in Figure 2-6. It was a requirelnent that the manned control
module be capable of lilnited independent operation; however, it is clearly
desirable to utilize the station or shuttle utilities where possible. Therefore,
a dual EC/LSS concept was selected. The open loop system and open loop
emergency equipment selections refer to the separate module and operator
emergency escape systems respectively. Open loops were selected for
these systems because for the limited times (~30 minutes) require~open
loop systems are lighter and less costly. About 5 hours of independent
operating time were required for the complete manned control module.
For the required average operating power of::; 3.4 kw secondary batteries
are the logical choice for the main and backup power sources.
A manipulator system using the external control module
without a walking boom but incorporating all of the other above concept
selections is illustrated in Figure 2 -7. The manipulator system
reconunended by MBA is illustrated in Figure 2-8. It utilizes the walking
boom concept and can be operated from either an external or internal
control station. A small internal portable control station which can plug
into a berthing post was also recomlnended. This station would be used
at the port to which a module was being berthed so that direct head-on
viewing of the berthing could be used without need of TV displays. Note
that the walking boom concept operated from an internal control station
requires no capability for independent operation detached froIn the station
or shuttle and since the operator is inside the station or shuttle no
separate environmental control or life support systeIns are required.
The above rationale backed up with greater detail on all of the concepts
considered was presented by MBA in a briefing to MSC and other NASA
personnel on August 30, 197 L MSC approved and authorized MBA to
proceed with the recoITlInended concept with the following options selected:
1) An internal control station without direct viewing shall
be used.
2) A panel display shall be used rather than a Inobile viewer
so as not to encuInber the operator.
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RECOMMENDED PHASE I MANfPULATOR SYSTEM CONCEPT
WITH CONTROL STATION OPTIONS
3) No portable control stations are to be used.
In addition) MSC established the following ground rules:
1) "The total manipulator system weight) including the
auxiliary lighting boom, shall not exceed 454 Kgms (1000
Ibs). The weight of additional root points are not charged
against the manipulator system.
Z) The boom diameter shall be :5: .229 m (9") to facilitate
stowage in the shuttle.
3) A light weight metal such as aluminum or titanium
shall be used. Composite materials are not to be
used because of their high development costs.
4) The station modules [ 11,340 Kgm (25, 000" ibs)J
are to be the design drivers. It can"be assumed that
irmDediately aftojl' capture, the SlT\...ttJe c0nt.J:"ol .sy"te1"i'l
can bring the shuttle kinetic energy down to values lower
than for moving modules.
5) The 040A shuttle configuration can be used as the
reference for the study.
The MSC approved manipulator system concept is illustrated
in Figure 2- 8.
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The Technical Discussion is divided into three parts. Part 3. 1
"Introductionl' presents some overall program background and describes
the approach used in establishing a recommended concept. Part 3.2
"Concepts Development l' describes and con1.pares the various concepts
considered for each subsystem but generally does not indicate the recom-
n1.ended concepts. Part 3.3 "Concept Selection l' describes the recolnmended
system concept and pte sents the rationale for such recommendation.
3. 1 Introduction
The objective of Phase 1 "Concept Selection l' of this study
was to conceive and evaluate many concepts and, based on a relative
weighting of these concepts, recommend that concept which appears
most promising for Ineeting the station / shuttle as sembly, cargo handling,
berthing maintenance and repair operational and functional requirements.
Only the minimum analyses and design nece's sary to compare and evaluate
the concepts was accomplished. Some areas were considered only super-
ficially because they were not fundamental to concept selection, but were
equally common to all concepts. The elen1.ents appropriate to concept
selection and subsequent prelin1.inary design were divided as follows:
Concept Selection
(Critical Elements)
Single vs Multiple Booms
Boom Degrees of Freedon1. and
Configuration
Man/Machine Interface
Control Concepts
Viewing System
Hard Wire vs RF Transmis sion
Control Station Location
Technology Requirements
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Preliminary Design
(After Selection)
Structural Material
Actuator Type and Configuration
Boom Size and Weight
Control System
Viewing System
Man/Machine Interface
Power Requirements
Data Proce s sing and Transmis sion
Thermal Control
Utility /Growth Potential
Reliability / Safety
Selection of the number of active booms has a large impact on the
entire manipulator system since it affects the way loads are shared, the
complexity of and manner in which the booms must be controlled, the man/
machine interface and the total amount of support equipment required.
Selection of the boom degrees of freedom (DOF' s) and configuration is
critical since it determines the number of actuators ~equired and the
dexterity and capability of the boom. The man/machine interface is criti-
cal because the operator will have limited (or no) direct visibility of the
work scene, the manipulator is operating in a zero-gravity environment
and is relatively weak and slow compared to earth based counterparts
and successful task accomplishment without failure or damage to other
structures is extremely important because of the hUInan lives involved
and the high cost of the missions involved. Control concepts are critical
because of the size of the boom and the relative weakness of the booms
and actuators in conjunction with the large mas ses that must be captured,
handled and berthed. The viewing system is critical because the operator
must be given adequate displays of object geometrical inter-relationships
with sufficient resolution and depth perception to remotely accomplisl1 a
wide variety of tasks under difficult background illumination conditions.
The selection of hard wire vs RF signal transmission is important because
ghosting and/or spurious/multipath signal confusion may cause task
difficulty and/or accidents. Control station location (internal vs external)
is critical because it effects the manipulator safety, mobility and EC /LSS
support systems requirements. The technology requirements of any given
concept are important because they directly affect the cost and time
required to develop an operational capability.
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The concept selection study was initiated by reviewing the State··
ment of Work (SOW) requirements and devising concepts to meet them.
The concepts and requirem.ents were then iteratively refined and evaluated
leading to a recommended c.oncept with refined requirements. No weight
or size limits were specified except that the manipulator system must fit in
the shuttle cargo bay [length = 18. 3m (60'), diameter =4.57 m (15') ] and
be within the payload capability of the shuttle. No task time or boom tip
force levels were specified. Task completion within one-half orbit (",45 n~ins)
and the ability to stop a large mass within the operator field-of-view were
as sumed as reasonable ground rules. Relative approach velocities and angu-
lar rates were specified (see station and shuttle parameters given in
appendix B. The maximum velocity was given as . l2l9m/sec (0.4 fps) in the
forward direction. It was as sumed that capture could be readily accomplished
if the boom tip could move about 5 times faster .[. 6095 ml sec (2 fps) ] than
the object to be captured.
A detailed briefing, including 150 illustrations, (see MBA
Briefing Aid Document MB-R-7l 185) covering all of the concepts and
analyses considered was pres ented to NASA personnel on 30 August 1971.
The technical discussion given in the present report includes only the
highlights of that brieHng. The reader is referred to MB-R-71/85 for
further" detail if desired.
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3.2
3.2. 1
Concepts DevelopIn~nt
RequireInents
The interpretation of th·e SOW requireInents are given in this
section. The initial scope of this study was limited to space station
as seInbly, cargo handling and related operations and therefore these
interpretations eInphasize the space station.
3.2.1.1 General RequireInents
The tasks to be perforIned by the Space Station Teleoperator
(Manipulator System.) are: to asseInble the Inodule space station in earth
orbit from Inodules carried to orbit by the shuttle, to unload and load
cargo frOIn the shuttle, to berth the shuttle to the space station in orbit
and to perforIn station repair and Inaintenance. Desired additional tasks
to be perforIned by the teleoperator are propulsion package replaceInent
and orbital asseInbly of Inodular earth orbit C?r planetary payloads.
The InoveInents of the teleoperator are to be slow with very low
closure rates when berthing n1.odules with the station so that berthing loads
are absorbed by the teleoperator. The control is to be precise for fine
positioning.
The teleoperator will be attached to the space station and will
be operated froIn a Inanned Inodule providing direct viewing where po ssible
and equipped for lin1.ited independent operation with environInental control,
eInergency life support and electrical power storage. The teleoperator module
will be capable of docking on the station I s docking ports. The systeIn will be
smaller than a station Inodule and be able to fit in the shuttle bay. The tele-
operator will consist of one or more booms articulated at the shoulder, elbow
and wrist. The bOOIns will be equipped with specialized end effectors and be
able to translate and dock Inodules and to move the T /0 module between
docking ports on
Inay be studied.
and safety under
the station. A second set of shorter, general purpose arms
Visual systelTIS will be incorporated to enable full capability
all operating conditions.
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3.2.1.2
3.2.1.2.1
Subsystem Requirements
Boom
The boom will have a force ievel sufficient to translate and
berth (or de-berth and transIate) a module in a reasonable period of time.
and to berth the shuttle. The boom will have a velocity capability to
"capture'l the shuttle and also a station based free flying experiment
module. It will have ·articulation adequate to reach most places on the
assembled station. The deflection will be limited to permit fine positioning.
The boom will have end effectors to attach to modules, to the shuttle and to
do repair. Reversibility of the boom actuators is desirable but not required.
Moderate overloads at the tip will not damage the actuator or the station.
Locking of the boom joints in the absence of power or emergency is desired.
3.2.1.2.2 Control Module
The teleoperator control module will have a set of controls
and displays sufficient for the operator(s) to view the work area and to
control the boom end effectors. The module will provide direct viewing
where possible and will have environmental control and emergency life
support and electric power storage for limited independent operation.
3.2.1.2.3 Man/Machine Interface
A minimum of training and prior experience will be required
for the operator(s). There will be a minimum number of operators
(preferably one) required for safe and efficient operation of the teleoperator.
Viewing must be adequate to conduct all tasks safely. Computer as sistance
will be provided for those tasks that are tedious or repetitive and better
done under computer control. There will be no encumbrances to the
operator.
3.2.1.2.4 Visual System
The visual system is the major information channel of the
feedback loop between the manipulator arm(s) and the operator. The visual
'system will present to the operator sufficient visual information to enable
him to conduct the required tasks in a safe and timely manner. Specific
requirem.ents cannot. be quantified at this tirne however certain desired
features can be qualitatively defined.
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The visual system will be the more effective the larger the
amount of information carried by it and the more this information is
matched to the human visual system. In other words, the information
should be displayed in such a way as to introduce no strain on the observer.
The same should be said abo'ut the visual system controls - that they sho\lld
be designed to make minimum demands of conscious effort on the part of
the operator.
Given the high risk, high stres s characteristic s of the space
environment, as well as past experience with space vehicular operations, it is
reasonable to assume that an optimized remote visual system (RVS) with
large visual information gathering and display-control (interface) capa-
bility will greatly increase safety and speed of operation. It is desirable
that the visual system should provide most of the capabilities of the human
visual system, such as stereoscopy for precise and immediate depth infor-
mation, automatic aperture for control of scene brightness conditions,
automatic focusing for maintaining a sharp image of the object, eye acuity
matching (wide field low resolution combined with narrow field high
:::-esclution), colo,-, j'otational freedom. and also scm.cthing human vision
does not possess - variable field of view (zoom) and immunity to direct
or specular reflected sunlight. In addition' ~t is desirable that the camera
be mobilized to enable seeing around and behind obsta.cles.
3.2.1.2.5 Control SysteIYl
The control system lTIUst have a slow and steady response to
avoid excess flexing and to facilitate accurate and smooth berthing. The
translation mode can have grosser control with a higher velocity attained
at a safe distance from the station and shuttle. The control system must
also provide sufficient speed, dexterity and feed back to enable the operator
to safely and quickly capture co-operative, station keeping vehicles such as
the shuttle. The control system must also provide adequate control and
feedback for any required end effector - for example a dexterous, anthro-
pomorphic end effector.
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3.2.1.2.6 Data Processing and Transrnission
This subsystem must process and transmit control and
instrumentation signals reliably to effect full control and monitoring of
the teleoperator system at all times. The video channels must provide
a low noise view of the work area. There must be a m.inirrlUm impact on
the sta'tion and shuttle by the telecommunication system.
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3.2.2 Boom Configuration
To accomplish all the tasks required of the manipulator
boom(s), it must have at least six degrees of freedom. In other words,
6 DOF's are required in order to place a vector at the boom tip at any
arbitrary location (x, y, z) at any arbitrary attitude (8, cp, n , ) within the
operating envelope of the boom. The boom configuration should be chosen
so as to be the least ~omplex and the most reliable configuration which
will have the ability to perform the required berthing and maintenance
functions.
3.2.2.1 Single vs Multiple Booms
The choice of one vs two or more booms is difficult to
quantify, however, some general considerations quickly lead to the con-
clusion that where possible a single boom is preferred. The need for
a light weight manipulator system together with the requirement to
accomplish reaches up to 18. 3m (60 1 ) while at the same time holding
deflections to acceptable values, say < 1/2 m (~1-1/2i), leads to low
tip forces [F<40. 5 kgms (100 Ibs)J. Now considering the limited field
of view obtainable with reasonable resolution, object velocities lllUSt be
kept low, say < 1/2m/sec (1-1/2 fps) such that an operator can safely
stop a large mas s within his field_of-view, say within 1 module diameter
4.27 m (14 1 ). If one now considers a master/slave type control system,
the ~20/1 scale factor requires that the master move at very lew linear
and angular rate s [<. 025m/ s ec (0. 9" / sec) and ;S 1. 4 0/ sec respectively J.
Such low rates would very quickly lead to operator fatigue. Furthermore,
any operator perturbations (quick jerky movements) would be amplified
by 20/1 caus ing dynalllic problellls in the slave. In order to lllake an
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interactive two bOOITl systeITl work; a bilateral, position-position, force
feedback control systerrl is required. Without such a control systeITl, the
bOOITls would frequently (if not always) be working against each other and
structural daITlage to the bOOITls andlor objects being handled could result.
It is an extreITlely cOITlplex pr-obleITl, well beyond the current state-of-the-
art, to control such a ITlulti-jointed (6 DOF each), interactive, two bOOITl
systeITl without using ITlan as the controller operating a position-position
force reflecting ITlaster I slave system. However, for the reasons cited
above, the ITlanned ITlaster / slave approach is not practical. Clearly ITlore
than two interactive booIns are ITlore difficult to control than two bOOITls
and are therefore even ITlore iITlpractical. One is thus left with the choice
of one bOOITl or several independently operated bOOITls. Since only one
bOOITl can be operated at a tim.e when ITloving an object, it follows that for
a given total weight a single boom can be ITlade stronger (provide a larger
tip force and sITlaller deflection) than each of seve raJ. bOOITls, adding up
to the saITle total weight. It is thus clear that if all of the desired tasks
can be accoruplished with one bOOITl, then a single bOOITl systeITl is preferred.
Consideration of tasks to be performed (disc1Hu:;en in Sf':Ct.iOD
3.2.12 "Utility!') shows that a single bOOITl alone cannot accoITlplish all of
the desired tasks. Auxiliary fixtures or devices are required to carry
andlor hold objects while the main bOOITlI end effector perfol"ITls the actual
task. However, the auxiliary device or fixture required depends on the
task(s) to be accoITlplished and insofar as the space station/shuttle are
concerned, these auxiliary devices can be ITlade lighter than a second arITl.
FurtherITlore the auxiliary device s need only be carried or transported when
required on a specific task. It is also .important to note that space station
asseITlbly and cargo handling can be accoITlplished with a single bOOITl without
auxiliary devices or end effectors since the shuttle will be berthed to the
station for these tasks.
Reliability is another important consideration in choosing
between one or n~ore booms. It can be argued that two equal, independent
booms are ITlore reliable than one boom because of redundancy. In theory
this is true, but in practice it is only iITlportant to the extent that a single
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bOOITl systerrl cannot be ITlade reliable enough. There is no reason to
believe that a single bOOITl systeITl cannot be ITlade sufficiently reliable',
particularly when auxiliary viewing bOOITlS (which Inay be used as an
eITlergency backup) are considered. A basic single bOOITl systeITl was
selected for the above reason-s.
3.2.2.2 Joint Configurations
In order to select the best boom joint configuration for the
present application, a review was ITlade of past and present ITlanipulator
systeITls and related technology (see .Section 4.0 l'Bibliography").
Excellent reviews of ITlanipulator technology are contained
in NASA SP-5097 "Teleoperators and HUITlan AugITlentation" 1967,
ARAPL-TR-68-75, "ReITlote Manipulators and Mass Transfer" 1969;
AN SC-TE-00IW389f, "Nerva Teleoperator Study", 1970; and NASA
DocuITlent No. 71SD4202, IIA Study of Teleop~rator Technology Dev:elop-
ITlent and ExperiITlent PrograITls for Manned Space Flight Application,
1971. In. addition, ne\v systems have been demonstrated or are unde:;:
developrn,ent, which are not universally reported: these are described below.
It is highly iITlportant in developing manipulators to
thoroughly understand their end use, degrees and type of articulation
necessary and operating environITlent, as well as the uses, kinematics
and operator response of past systems. Lack of a thorough understanding
of these latter points has led to repetition of nUITlerous mistakes by
designers of new or so called advanced systems in the past and present.
3.2.2.2.1 Kinematics
The number and degree of articulation of the joints will
affect the versatility and task accomplishment time of a manipulator
system. For example, a 5 DOF manipulator (5 joints independent of
end effector function) can place an object in any desired location within
working range, but cannot place that object in any arbitrary position and
orientation at any given place. A 6 DOF manipulator can place an object
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in any arbitrary position and orientation, but in general has only~ unique
solution for any given~. Thus, a 6 DOF manipulator cannot in general
locate objects in the presence of obstacles.
In an analytical sense, the six parameters necessary to
specify the position and orientation of the end effectors represent six
equations. The number of degrees of freedom of the manipulator can be
thought of as variables to be adjusted in the solution of these equations.
Therefore there is a unique set of values for six variables that can satisfy
the six equations, however, if seven variables are available, one of these
can be arbitrarily chosen (e. g. to avoid an obstacle) and the remaining
six variables are still available to satisfy the six equations.
To illustrate the problem consider Figure 3.2.2 -1. Note
that the 5 DOF manipulator can trace the straight line path shown, but
cannot keep the terminal device perpendicular to the line throughout the
sweep. The 6 DOF manipulator can m.aintain the perpendicular orientation
while making the sweep (by rotation of joint 5) but has no ability to avoid
obstacles, except for flipping the elbow (joint 3) to the mirror image
position. The 7 DOF m.anipulator can also trace the path, but has con-
siderably more freedom to complete the task in the presence of obstacles.
3.2.2.2.2 Design Rules
An in depth study by MBA of all significant m.anipulators
developed to date has led to, several general design rules. The study
was conducted with the aid of consultants who have operated or designed
practically all systems. Manipulator site visits were made to provide
first hand experience.
A study of the G. E. (Mosher) Handyman illustrates the
first three rules. The "Handyman (Figure 3.2.2-2) is used as an example
because it had the minim.um six DOF, however they were awkwardly placed.
The awkwardness stems from the fact that there was only half of a. Hooke
joint (universal joint) at the wrist and the master and slave were not
kinematically simular. These points have not been previously documented
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TYPICAL MANIPULATOR JOINT CONFIGURATIONS
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FIGURE 3.2.2-2.
HANDYMAN KINEMATIC ARRANGEMENT DEVELOPED BY G. E. (R. MOSHER).
about the system, which is esteemed as an advancement in the state-of-
the-art. They can be verified by study of the photographs on pages 176,
177, 182 and 183 of "Human Factors of Remote Handling in Advanced
Systems II, 1961. These funda-mental problems with the system have
been masked in the literature by additional problems with the control
system.
From Figure 3.2.2-2 note that if a horizontal rod was
grasped at right angles to the forearm. axis and pushed into a hole aligned
with the rod, the upper arm rotation (slave joint 3) and elbow (slave joint
4) had to be used to make up for disorientation at the wrist caused by the
shoulder motions (joints I & 2). Note that any motion of joint 4 at the
master causes the axis of joint 3 at the master to lose alignment with
the axis of joint 3 on the slave, destroying kinematic similarity between
the master and slave (i. e. joint 3 on the master is misplaced). The sub-
ject operation could be accomplished, but it was difficult and extremely
unnatural.· Incidently, one of the primary tasks which justified develop~
ment of the system (~ $3 million dollars) was to insert and remove
horizontal slender reactor control rods.
The answer to the problem is that in working with position
controlled systems kinematic similarity between master and slave must
always be maintained and the three rotational degrees of freedom or
orientator (wrist) actuators must be located as close to the terminus.
(end effector) as possible. This also minimizes location changes when
the orientors are actuated. Therefore, Rule I: A manipulator should
be designed kinematically to accomplish the primary task it must perform
with ease. ~le 2:. To minimize operator training, task time, and task
mistakes under stress the principal of kinematic similarity between
master controller and slave must be maintained. Rule 3: The three
rotational (or orientor) axes should be as close to the terminus as possible.
(See Figure 3.2.2-3. )
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FIGURE 3.2.2-3.
RULE III ORIENTOR AXES LOCATION
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FIGURE 3.2.2-4.
RULE IV PERPENDICULAR ORIENTOR ACTUATORS
FOR NORMAL OR PREFERRED POSITION
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The three orientor axes should be mutually perpendicular.
It can be shown however, that rotations of one orientor with respect to
another can produce axis alignment of any two of the orientor axes (gimbal
axis transfer). There are then only two effective axe s. There is usually
a normal, preferred, mid or neutral arm position. Therefore) Rule 4:
In the preferred position the three terminator oriento~ axes should be
mutually perpendicular, (See Figure 3.2.2 -4. ).
For the same reasons, this mutual perpendicularity also
follows for the locators, or "shoulder actuators" whether they be pure
transitional motions, quasi translations as produced by a spot mounted
manipulator (shoulder attached to a stationary mount), or combination
thereof. This will produce the greatest displacement for the smallest
actuator arc. Therefore) Rule 5: In the preferred position, the three
locator or shoulder axes should be mutually perpendicular (See Figure
3.2.2 -5. ).
It is more natural for a man to turn through large angles
horn side to si<le than to look straight up or straight UOV.1fi l;iInply because
he has learned to stand erect in a one rIG" environment. (i. e. the popula-
tion is stereotyped). If a manipulator's grounded motion has a vertical
axis and moves in a horizontal plane (and consequently the rest of the
manipulator moves horizontally), the operator merely turns his head
or body horizontally to stay in alignment with it. Because the work
surface is usually a horizontal plane (across body-right-left), it is
convenient with a spot mounted manipulator to have one joint that will
allow motion acros s the work surface (ho"rizontal) without digging into
it. The grounded vertical axis is the only one that will guarantee this
motion, since axes downstream will not remain vertical as actuators
are moved. Also consi?-ering a spot mounted force reflecting manipulator,
a horizontally swinging, vertical axis motion does not require counter-
balancing. If the grounded axis is vertical, then that motion need not be
counterbalanced, thereby simplifying the total system. This point is
significant for space manipulators in that units built for training simula-
tors will then be simplified. Therefore, Rule 6: For spot mounted
manipulators the actuator connected to the ground should have a vertical
output axis, (See Figure 3.2.2-6. ).
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FIGURE 3.2.2-5.
RULE V MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR LOCATOR ACTUATORS
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~. /" C?n,tontt Distance
. .
Horizontal Plane
Vertically Oriented Shoulder Joint
FIGURE 3.2.2-6.
RULE VI HORIZONTAL TIP MOVEMENT
(SPOT MOUNTED MANIPULATORS)
3.2.2.2.3 Manipulators Not Yet. Covered in Open Literature
A brief description of recently developed manipulators
which are not fully covered in the open literature follows. In studying
this data, bear in mind the design rule s of the previous discus sion.
Rancho 3rd Generation Arms
These arms are an outgrowth of the externally powered
orthetic arms developed at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital under VRA
Grant No. RD-518. The general kinematic arrangement between master
and slave is presented in Figure 3.2~2-7(a}. Note the lack of kinematic
similarity between the exoskeleton master and slave, which has lead to
significant degradation in performance to date. Other problem.s stem
from the fact that the system was initially designed to take advantage of
the natural damping of the human arm,and to reduce cost,it is fabricated
from all right hand parts, which leads to further dis similarity between
the master and slave. It was intended to be a low initial cost position controlled
electro mechanical DC motor driven system with no force feedback.
Despite the inherent f3.ults of the system. it has se!'ved an irnport3.nt.
function in spurring forward teleoperator system development. Units
have been procured by many organizations and institutions. All have
been reworked to better serve the needs of their owners. A third genera-
tion system is owned by NASA/MSFC. This system is currently on loan
to Bell Aerosystems for use in FFTO simulations.
Brookhaven Ann
'"
The general kinematic arrangement of this sy stem is shown
in Figure 3.2. 2-7(b}. This arrangement is identical to the MARK E4A
except for an interchange of joints 1 and 2 and rotation of the new joint 1
axis to a horizontal orientation. The Brookhaven arm was developed
under AEC funding at Brookhaven National Laboratories over a four or
five year period. No motion pictures of its operation were produced and
few persons besides its developer (C. Flatau) have had the opportunity of
operating it. At the time it was operated by MBA personnel (May 1970)
:.i
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MASTER & SLAVE
0) Rancho Manipulator Canfigcrotion
7
MASTER & SLAVE
c) Naval Anthropomorphic Teleoperator
b) Brookhaven Manipulator Configuration
1~~3 .
mb~oo~
SLAVE 7'"
~R2 'Grip Roll 6 & Grip~3 . /open/Clo!e(7)600 Switches4 5
MASTER .
d) Advanced Action Manipulator System (ADAMS)
FIGURE 3.2.2-7.
KINEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF NEW MANIPULATOR SYSTEMS
only the wrist joint was functioning without palsy and because of limited
development funds the manipulator has never been brought into a fully
operational condition. It is the first electro mechanical system developed
which incorporated DC motors with harmonic speed reducers and strain
transducers for force feedback. All joints incorporated force feedback.
Naval Anthropomorphic Teleoperator (NAT)
The kinematic arrangement is shown in Figure 3.2. 2-7(c)
and the system is shown in more detail in Figure 3.2.2-- 8. It was develop-
ed by MBA over a nine month period under Navy funds administered by
NASA/SNPO. It is an electro-mechanical-hydraulic-pneumatic hybrid
9 DOF man equivalent (dexterity, range of motion and strength) position
servo controlled system incorpo rating proportional force feedback in the
grip and step force feedback in the elbow. The master controller is a
full motion exoskeleton. It was specifically designed for ordnance disposal
and defuzing delicate submunitions. Contraot design requirements included
unusually smooth highly controlled dexterous action, the use of nonmagnetic
materials, no radiated EMI, underwater operation, sandy beach and de sert
operation, high pantographic fidelity between master and sb.ve, ruggeane!:is
and high reliability. Electric drives for this specific system were excluded
on the basis of system reproduction cost, ra.diated EMI and magnetic mater-
ials.
The exoskeleton is designed to readily fit 5 to 97 percentile
men. It can be attached to a wall or chair and operated in either of the
configurations illustrated for the Brookhaven arm in Figure 3.2.2- 9.
The slave incorporate s a semi-monocoque construction. As
a consequence it is the first system capable of lifting more (20 lb. at any
one joint) than it weighs (16 lb.). The grip is designed to accomplish
extremely delicate and minute operations as well as handle spheres,
cones and cylinders up to 7 inches in diameter and weighing up to 20 lb. The
system further incorporates a design which readily allows the addition
of a relnote quick release for the claws and easy conversion to a revers-
ible electric motor driven system (DC torque, gear reduction and ball
screw actuator). Its kinematic arrangement (Figure 3.2.2-7 (c) duplicate s
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FIGURE 3.2.2-9.
BROOKHAVEN ARM. Dev,~loped by C. Flatau. First Working compact
bilateral-foice reflecl'ive s(~rvo manipulator using DC servo motors/
harmonic drive units. Incorporates explicit force feedback, in addition
to the customary position fC',~dback. The slave (less counterweights)
weighs 60 Ibs and can lift ~:;) Ibs.
that of the human arm, except for the continuous grip roll beyond the
wrist gimbal. Specifically designed for low cost in production ($20K in
quantities of 40 or more) using off-the-shelf commercially available
components (where possible), th·e system has already established a new
state-of-the-art in servo controlled teleoperator systems.
An interim performance demonstration was made for
NASA, Navy, AEC and MIT personnel on 22 July 1971. Performance
of the arm in grasping and lifting large 20 lb. test objects as well as
threading a small household needle, handling raw eggs, removing and
replacing nuts from. bolts and replacing small electronic cOlnponents
from printed circuit boards, has earned the ARM the reputation of being
the most advanced teleoperator system developed to date. The above
tasks were done while viewing through a stereo TV system. The needle
threading, trimpot adjustment and operational amplifier tasks could not
be accomplished without the TV system ste:t:eo attachment.
Total system tests of the right arm were successfully
accomplished in October 1971. These tests included sea water irnnH;rsed
operation at a depth of ",8m (2S'), operation fr')ITl _18oe (Oc,}') and 59u C
(1200 F), operation in sand storms. The dexterous tasks described above
were repeated and more recently unlo.eking a padlock, removal and dis-
arming a mock homemade bomb and defusing a buried (inert) standard
mine were accom.plished.
Advanced Action Manipulator (ADAMS)
This system is it 6 DOF electro-ITlechanical,DC ITlotor
driven,position controlled systeITl developed by GE for NASA/MSFC.
It incorporates a fully counterbalanced master, a wide range of ITlotlons,
alternate switch control and can lift a six lb. payload. It was developed
for adaptation to underwater use at a later date. Its kinematic configura-
tion is shown in Figure 3.2. 2-7(d). It was demonstrated in the Fall of
1971 at NASA/MSFC.
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NASA/AMES Teleoperator
This unique and truly innovative system is an adaptation
of the NASA/AMES developed hard space suit (Figure 3.2.. 2-10) which
utilizes a unique arrangeme~t of rotary joints (stove-pipe configuration) "
to closely approximate the kinematics of the hum.an arm. It incorporates
an electro-mechanical DC motor /harmonic speed reducer position con-
trolled system with no force feedback. The primary structure is fiber-
glass and it can be readily sealed from the environment. AIL joints are
designed arc'.lIld identical DC motor"/harmonic gear reducer /potentiomete r
drive elements.
The master 1s a light weight version of the slave with 1: 1
kinematic correspondence. The slave capability is 22 lb. and its weight
is approximately 22 lb., making a 1: 1 payload to weight ratio. It will
eventually incorporate a form of tactile feedback being developed at
Stanford Research Institute, sim.ilar to that provided by the hair on a
human arm. Adaptation to force feedback will be difficult due to a
tendency to mechanically lockup in specific configurations. lmtlal
as sembly has been completed and is currently undergoing debugging.
3.2.2.3 Candidate Manipulator Boom Configuration
On the basis of the above design rules, past and current
manipulator configurations and experience,and on consideration of the
present tasks to be performed, six candidate boom configurations were
evolved for evaluation. These are shown in Figure 3.2.2-11. Three of
the configurations are shown with a manned module which supplies one
of the degrees of freedom. If it is undesirable for the manned module
to rotate shoulder vertical axis rotation can be supplied by adding such
a joint to the boom. The other three bOOlTI configurations are unmanned,
symmetrical walking boom designs; that is, they can be walked end over
end from one root point to another. They could also be used on the manned
module by putting a root point on top of the module.
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NASA/AfAES TELEOPERATOR
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FIGURE 3.2.2';'1l.
CANDIDATE BOOM CONFIGURATIONS
Elbow with Telescopes
Telescope'
Elbow with Telescopes
Telescope
9 DOF
7 DOF
3.2.3 Actuators
Selection of actuator type (i. e., electric vs hydraulic and
detail configuration) is not critical in overall concept selection. So:me
general considerations relatj.ve to concept selection are given below.
In order to select the best actuator, several para:meters
of the boo:m design :must be established. The boo:m envelope (:maxi:mu:m
dia:meter) will effect,whether electric or hydraulic actuators are used.
The weight li:mitations, force levels desired and state-of-the-art will
also have considerable effect on the. design.
The serpentuator type actuator is useful if the output :motion
required is + 180°. (The serpentuator actuator consists of two pivots
connected by a link such that the ar:ms of the joint can fold back.±. 180°
upon the:mselves.) However, the present boom design only requires.±. 90°
for the elbow joint and less for the rest of the pivot joints. A disadvantage
of the serpentuator joints is that they cannot be us ed for roll :motion. Two
separate types of actuators would therefore be needed which would increase
both the developinent and fabrica.tion cost.
Whether backdriveability of the actuators is needed is not
clear at this time. The hydraulic cylinder /linkage actuator is the only
truly backdriveable at the high torque-low angular speed range which
is required. For backdriveability, the hydraulic cylinder would require
pressure feedback, either by pressure control servo valves or a flow
servo valve with a pressure transducer or strain gaged structural
:me:mber.
Having the actuator non-backdriveable could be an advantage.
When the :manipulator boo:m is not in service, the joints would keep their
position and "drift" of the ar:m would be avoided. Slip clutches should
however, be added so that if the boo:m is overloaded, the clutches will
give rather than da:mage the boo:m itself. Thes e clutches would be set
to release at the :maxitnu:m torque level of the actuator. Potentiometers
or angle decoder positioners would still keep track of the angular position
of the :joints so that 'control of the boo:m is not impaired by the addition of
the slip clutches.
....,
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3.2.4 Boom Dynamic s
In order to identify and understand the dominant dynamic
phenomena associated with the manipulator boom the following representa-
tive system estimates of the characteristics of a final system were assumed:
Overall length
Tube diameter
Wall thickness
Material
Maximum Tip
Force (for Boom
Straight Out)
18.3 m
30.5 em
3.2 mm
AL 7075-T6
444 Newtons
(60 ft)
(12 in)
(1/8 in)
(lOOlbs)
Several additional constants were as su.med. Of prim.ary intere st are the
following:
3.2.4.1
Cargo module mass
Pitch moment of inertia
Shuttle mass
Yaw moment of inertia
Relative velocity
Angular rate
Stiffness Properties
11,300kg
1. 03xl 06 kg m 2
1. 29xl 05 kg
2. 05xl 07 kg m a
.122 m/ sec
: 1 deg/sec
(778 slug)
(7. 6xl 04 slug ft2)
(8,850 slug)
(1. 52x1 07 slug ft2 )
(.4 ft/ sec)
The stiffness of the reference boom in the straight out con-
figuration is approximately 1,250 N·m (85 Ib/ft) in bending and 1,830 N·m/cleg.
(1,340 ft. lb/deg) in torsion. These two structural parameters of the boom
in its most compliant position are directly proportional to the sectional and
polar moments of inertia of the boom. For the thickness to diameter ratios
considered herein, the moment of inertia and hence the stiffness for a given
diameter is approximately proportional to the wall thicknes s, as is the boom
weight. Thus the tradeoff between weight and stiffness is fairly linear for
varying wall thickness of intere.st.
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3.2.4.2 Natural Frequency
Perhaps the most startling property exhibited by the boom
is the natural frequency of the sy-stem when attached to a typical payload
mass. Because the natural frequency is so low for the system under con-
sideration, it is more convenient to describe the system in terms of the '
natural period. The natural frequency for a given mass system is inversely
proportional to the square root of the beam stiffness. Hence, it exhibits a
similar dependence on the beam structural moment of inertia. Figures
3.2.4-1 and 3.2.4-2 show curves of the natural period for bending and
torsional modes,respectively, with th'e boom straight out for the two prinlary
masses (the module and shuttle) that will be manipulated by the system. In
both cases it is assumed that the boom is fixed to an object of infinite mass.
Although this is not actually the case, it does represent an upper limit on
the expected natural period. Also indicated in the figures are the values
of the natural period for the reference boom. configuration.
3.2.4.3 Worst Case Beam Loadings
A series of capture scenarios were postulated to examine the
magnitude of the largest expected loadings on the boom. In each of these,
it was assumed that the boom was locked in a particular orientation, such
as straight out or with the elbow bent at a 90 0 angle, In each of these cases
it was assUlned that the maximum residual relative velocity or angular rate
existed for the shuttle and that all of the resultant kinetic energy was absorbed
by the boom itself. Table 3.2.4-1 is a summary of four different loading
conditions. This table also presents the rationale for selecting a constant
diameter, constant wall thicknes s tubular section as the preferred shape
which best satisfies all possible beam loadings.
3.2.4.4 Stopping Distance
A realistic estimate of the stopping distance for various pay-
load objects can be calculated by assuming the maximum tip force of 45 kg
(100 lb) is used to absorb the objects· kinetic energy. These stopping dis-
tances are shown as functions of velocity for the cargo module and the
shuttle in Figure 3.2.4-3. Stopping distance is a key factor in determining
the m,aximum velocity at which objects can be safely handled.
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WORST CASE BOOM LOADINGS
Looding
Ccse Constant Strength KE Spring Max Tip Mox Bending Max Mox Max Stopping
Shape Constant ForcE: Force Torsion Bending' Torsions Distonce
1§.j + 1050 Nm 126 kg/m 156 kg 2.81 X 104 Nm 1.24Xl08 po 1.23 m1 -------- --------
I
=-------------
(70R Ft-Ib) (f.\5Ib/ft) (348Ib) (2.1 X 104 Ft-Ib) -------- (l.8 X 104 psi) -------- (4.1 Ft)
'""
(\
1800 Nm/deg 2.55 X T03Nm 5.6X 106po 1.402 -;;::j
'J 31 Nm -------- -------- --------
I I (23 Ft-lb) (1340 ft-Ib/deg) -------- -------- (l.9X 103 Ft-lb) -------- (8 X 102 psi) (1.40 )
a ?f 1.6 X 104 Nm 1.6 X 104 Nm 6.9X II Po 3.5 X 107 Po3 ;:;:j 1050 Nm 201 kg/m 172 '<9 1.06 m
~ (708 Ft-Ib) (135 Ib/ft ) (4031b) (1.2 X 104 Ft-Ib) (1. 2 X 104 Ft-Ib) (l.0 X 104 psi) (5.1 X 103 psi) (3.54 ft)
-
4 V 1050 Nm 506 kg/m 325 kg 2.81 X 104 Nm -------- 1.24 X 108po -------- .62 m
-----== =--=-
(708 Ft-lb) (340 Ib/ft ) (7171b) (2.1 X 104 Ft-Ibj -------- (1.8 X 104 psi) -------- (2.1 It)
.
Desi red Shop!,
Torsion - Constcnt Cross Section - Hollow Tube o}
Beaming loading in Arbitrory Plane - Circular Symmetry
To Satisfy Cases 1 - 4 - Constant Cross Section
CONSTANT CROSS SECTION
TUBULAR BOOM
TABLE 3 e 2.4-1.
WORST CASE BOOM LOADINGS
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Two pas sible methods for shuttle capture are shown in Figures
3.2.4-4 and 3.2.4-5. In Figure 3.2.4-4 it is assumed that shuttle is much
les s mas sive than the space station. The boom is bent at the elbow so
that the residual velocity of the shuttle in any direction can be dis sipated
without endangering the space station or fully extending the boom. The
1200 max angle at the elbow allows a minimum of 2. 4m (8 ft) of travel
in any direction. Figure 3.2.4-5 shows a possible shuttle mounted appli-
cation of the system, . in this manner capture can be accomplished with a
maximum relative stopping distance of 1. 1m (3.5 ft).
3.2.4.5 Power Requirements
If a speed limit on the order of .3m/sec (1 ft/sec) is assumed,
a maximum power of 134 watts (0. 18 hp) is required by the shoulder actuator
when the boom is straight out, moving at . 3m/ sec (1 ftl sec) and exerting
the assumed maximurn force of 45. 0 kg (100 lbs). During complex opera-
tions as many as three actuators might be operating at somewhere near
the peak level. This effect plus reasonable allowance s for motor and
transmis; sian efficiency suggests a maximum total power requireluent
for the actuator portion of the baseline syste:::n of about 1100 ·::atts.
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o Controlled Braking at Actuators
o Maximum Stopping Distance 2.4 m (8 Ft)
@ Maximum Base Torque 8140 Nm (6000 Ft/lb)
FIGURE 3.2.4-4.
SHUTTLE CAPTURE
56
2411-9430
o Controlled Braking at Actuators
o Maximum Relative Stopping Distance 1. 1m (3 0 5 Ft)
o Maximum Base Torque 8140 Nm (6000 Ft/lb)
FIGURE 3.2.4-5.
SHUTTLE TO SHUTTLE CAPTURE
57 2411-9412
3.2.5
3.2.5.1
Man/Machine Interface and Control
Task Analysis
If practical, it is desirable to have only a single operator
control the manipulator. Analysis of manipulator task requirements
during space station assembly, cargo handling, berthing, and maintenance
operations led to the classification of operator actions given below.
On the basis of this analysis it appears that a single operator is, in fact,
practical.
Except for emergency use, the operator works under three
main control regimens; these are: (a) translation,' (b) mating and berthing,
and (c) dextrous manipulation. Each regimen imposes sornewhat different
display / control needs. Accordingly, a three~way partition of function is
carried out through the subsequent control concept development. The
regimens themselves are defined as follows:
(a) Translation: Movement and orientation of the boom
within its available spatial envelope to locate the distal effector near a
m.ating point, or to locate u. module (ctation 0::." ca.rgo) at it.= berthbg point.
(b) Mating and Berthing: Movement and orientation of
the distal effector or its load within a restricted spatial region to attach
to (or release from) a fixation point on a module, on cargo, on the shuttle,
etc.
(c) Dexterous Manipulation: Fine manipulation and/or
handling using specialized end-effector(s) on a fixed nearby work surface.
3.2.5.2 Human Factors Analysis
The major human factors problems identified for each of
the control regimens are listed below.
(a) Translation:
l) Obstacle avoidance in boom movement and
orientation
2) Slow movement of attached high mass object
within dynamic load restrictions of boom and
actuators.
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3) Obstacle avoidance while translating large
modules or cargo. .
4) Minimum time and power expenditure.
(b) Berthing:
I) End-effector or module, shuttle, etc. positioning
in remote, arbitrarily-oriented coordinate systelu.
2) End connector or special end-effector attachment
in 6 DOF fly-by (L e., shuttle capture).
3) Minimum tin~e and power expenditure.
(c) Dextrous:
I) Manipulation at remote location within indirect
feedback.
2) Lack of corre spondence between manipulator and
operator orientation.
It was concluded that the area'requiring greatest design
attention is slow translation of large, high-mass objects within tight load
and power restrictions. This type of task is not '.vdl suited to operator
capabilities. Some form of aiding is advisable, and is best supplied by
computer means. It was further concluded that with such aiding, Inanipu-
lator control in the various regimens could tJe handled by a single operator.
3.2.5.3 Initial Concept Development
Figure 3.2.5-1 presents the prelirninary definition of the
manimachine interface. Three main subsystelus define the operational
core; these are: (1) direct manipulator control itself, (2) computer
contribution to control and (3) TV displays and generated feedback (the
means by which the operator deterrnines manipulator location, orientation,
etc. ).
Approximately 25 control concepts were generated under
three headings (operator oriented, con~puter assisted, and con~puter
oriented) which reflected varying contributions of the cornputer elernent
to manipulator control. The systems examined ranged from an entirely
manual system to one in which rnost of the required operations were auto-
matically controlled.
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OPERATlONAL Sut~AMARY - CANDiDATE SYSTEMS
Five system.s em.erged as candidate concepts. These are
surnn~arized in Figure 3.2.5··2 which defines the allocation of function
between the operator and the com.puter for ·each m.ajor control m.ode, and
describes applicable controllers for the operator1s portion of the task.
Systeln A, the purely m.anual concept, was included for purposes of base,.
line com.parison and because som.e such systeITl will have to be available
for em.ergency backup.
The following paragraphs sum.m.arize briefly the system.
im.plications of the suggested m.ethods for com.puter assistance, and also
the argum.ents favoring the various type of controllers.
(a) Com.puter Assistance Techniques
1) Supervisory Contr~l - The operator gives control
com.m.ands using a higher-order, sym.bolic language, such.as ,IIGo t{)'J\'I,
etc. The com.puter stores a detailed state space m.ap of the operational
environm.ent, interprets the operator com.m.ands, determines the required
trajectory, and m.oves the m.anipulator within the restrictions of load,
stopping distance, etc. The technique relieves the operator of respon-
sibility for lion-line" translation of the loaded or unloaded m.anipulator.
2) Com.puter Follower - f'v1ovements of a sm.all m.odel
of the m.anipulator are stored by the com.puter and reproduced on the
actual m.anipulator at substantially slower rates. This is a form. of
supervisory control, substituting analog for digital input. The advantage
is that trajectories could be planned and practiced m.ore easily by means
of the m.odel than through indexing and equations. In addition, the dem.ands
on com.puter capacity are les s.
3) Preprogran~lnedTasks - A stored repertoire of
com.pletely preprogram.rrled tasks are executed on operator dem.and.
These tasks m.ight include a series of trajectories and other m.anipula-
tor operations. In effect, this is the next level of supervisory control,
where a sim.ple com.m.and initiates a more com.plex action.
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4) End-point Control - The operator 1 s control actions
are transforITled directly into specified ITloveITlents of the ITlanipulator
end point, instead of ITloveITlents of the constituent joints. The cOITlputer
resolves the ITloveITlents into the signals necessary to coordinate the
joints by solving equations -of- state for the ITlanipulator. The advantage
to the operator is a high degree of cOITlpatibility between ITloveITlent of
the ITlanipulator end-point, and his display / control situation.
Table 3.2.5-1 outlines the requireITlents on cOITlputer per-
forITlance associated with iITlpleITlenting the above techniques.
(b) Manipulator Controllers
Table 3.2.5-2 briefly sUITlITlarizes findings regarding
the use of discrete, joystick, and ITlaster controllers for the type of
control required in the Berthing and Dextrous ITlodes. It is assurned that
for both discrete and joystick controllers there is a correspondence
between position or force at the controller, and a ITloveITlent rate at the
ITlanipulator. In the case of the ITlaster controller, there is a direct
position-position correspondence between controller and ITlanipulator
eleITlents.
3.2.5.4 Feedback Requirenl.ents
Table 3.2.5-3 outlines the potential sources of operator
feedback associated with the suggested set of concepts. Analysis of
these sources in light of other systeITl and station/ shuttle requirements
produced the following de sign dec isions.
(a) Direct vision will not be included as a priITlary feedback
source, since the operator I s console will likely be located in a module
of the space station or shuttle, remote from the site of rnanipulation.
(b) The primary sources of feedback for manipulator
moveITlents will be:
I) TV for all lion-line II operations
2) Digital display for " o ff-line" and eITlergency operations
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CONTROL MEMORY STORAGE SOFTWARE AREA OF BEST
REQUIREMENTS ,MODE REQUIREMENTS COMMENTS APPLICATION
Computer Low Real Time Requires a Controller Posi tioni ng
Follower (8K) Smoothing Which Is Geometrically At Unspecified
Identical To The Manipulator Environment
Computer Moderate Real Time Wrist Orientation Must Be End Point
Assisted End (16K) Vector Trans- Controlled Through Individual Rate Control
Point formation Wrist Actuator Controllers
Supervisory Moderate State Space Control Is Limited To Operation
Control (Over 20K) Model Of The Coded Commands. A Code With Trans-
Environment Could Also Be Used To Call mission Time
I In Continuous Rate Or Delays
Position Control •
.
Preprogrammed High; In Re- Programmed Operation Is Limited To Operation In
Tasks lation To The Tasks And Pro- Rigid Tasks. Well Defined
Number Of grammed 0pl:lra- Predictabl e
Tasks Stored tiona! iv'\C1p 0 Environmentl
-
-----r-=n=
" ~ ,
TAB lE 3 0 2.5-1. '
COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
BERTHING DEXTROUS
!l""""-----4--------------------+-------------------{!
DISCRETE
(rate)
JOYSTICK
(rate)
Despite innate lack of coordination,
discrete controls have outperformed rate
joysticks for complex positioning and
orientation of underwater manipulators,
and in other practical applications.
Studies indicate 'multiswitch' rate
control can be Iearned faster, but that
performance converges wi th discrete
case after practice. "Mester-like"
joysticks (CAM) can provide added
control-display compatibHity, but often
fail to do so for some orientations and
degrees-of-freedom. .
Fine operations under discrete
control are reportedly slow and
inefficient.
With many joystick designs, inadvertant
activation of 'adjacent' motions intro-
duces errors into fine manipulation.
Good perf0rmance has been achieved
on small, quick, pneumatic units.
If------+--------------------+---------------------tl
,! ~_=====::::\::====""""'=============:!Jl
MASTER
(position)
Master has been used successfuny in
simulated "catches" of lightwei9ht
objects in limited, fwo dimensional
regions. Application to longbo')m
manipulators and very high-inertia
couplings is uncertain.
Experimenl" and expert opinion agree
that bilateral force reflexive master-
slave is optimum controller for re-
stricted dexterous operations.
TABLE 3.2.5-2
CONTROLLER COMPARISON
Information Modality Mechanism Object Comments
Overview Highly Desirable
Direct May Require Magni-Binocular Target/VVork flcation
Overview G~nerally Required
For Remote Operations
Targe t/VVork
TV Area
..
Auxiliary View
Manipulator Visual
-_.
Orientation
Guide Marks Task And System
And Stored Index Coord's·
Dependent
Location Pictorial And Trajectories
------------
Distance/Orient (Present Iyin
Generated To Target Developmental Stages)
Pictori 01 Animated
Overview
.-
Joint Angles Application To
Supervisory Control
Generated End Point And Backup
Numeric Coordinates
_.
~Distance/Orient. ,
To Torget
Model Position Task and System
Mechanical Reflective Dependent
Master Position
Reflective
Generated Force: Out Redundant If Computer I
Visual Numeric In, May Be Required
11Force l.oad In For Backup System
And Force Force Out Highly Desirable f
Load
Mechanical
Reflective
Load In For Dextrous Man,Would Aid Mating
Sensor Tactile Probably Not Necessary
Contact Reportedly Helpfu I,
Audio Sensor Questionable Whether
Motion Loading Worth Including
TABLE 3.2.5-3.
MAJOR FEEDBACK SOURCES
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(c) Direct force reflection is essential for dextrous manipula-
tion, but not required for operations with the main boom. Boom forces
will be maintained within specified limits by the computer rather than the
operator.
Development of the recommended interface control concept
is presented in Section 3.3.4.
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3.2.6 Visual SysteITl
3.2.6.1
The visual systeITl is the single ITlost iITlportant operator
feedback loop in the overall ITlariipulator systeITl. It's function is to dis-
play the work scene to the operator with all of the resolution, depth cues
and geoITletrical interrelationships neces'sary so that he can accoITlplish
the required tasks with a ITliniITluITl of effort, fatigue and physiological
strain. Direct viewing (as is done in Apollo docking) can be used in
ITlany instances; however, at extended reaches C18.3 ITl, (60') ] the
operator will not have sufficient resolution for precise tasks (unless
perhaps a bionocular telescope is used) and furtherITlore, if he ITlust
work around or behind obstacles he cannot use direct viewing. Thus a
television viewing systeITl is required. Fortunately all of the individual
eleITlents of a satisfactory TV systeITl are within the state-of-the-art
having either been flown, space qualified, or at an advanced stage of
developITlent. The developITlent effort required is ITlOS tly for integration.
Thus, a television sys teITl with reluote controlled pan and tilt, focus,
variable focal length, color wheel and autoITlatic iris was flown on the
Surveyor. A foveal head-aiITled systeITl, stereoscopic systeITls, head
mounted displays and eye -aiITled syst eITlS have been developed separately.
The task is to integrate theITl into an optiITli'Zed viewing systeITl. The
state-of-the-art along with relevant COITlITlents on suitable visual systeITl
cOITlponents are given below.
IITlage Tubes. IITlage tubes with silicon targets that can
withstand direct sun illuITlination without daITlage, are available froITl sev-
eral ITlanufacturers. They have a higher dynaITlic range than standard
vidicons, with a low light level capability one or two order s of magnitude
beyond that of standard vidicons, thus reducing the illumination require-
ments.
Silicon vidicons are preferred over other types of image
tubes even though their lag characteristics are inferior because of their
increased safety with regard to direct exposure to sunlight. The autom-
atic shutters that non-silicon camera tubes ITlust be equipped with provide
the risk of cOITlplete camera loss in case of shutter failure. At this writing
most major manufacturers are fabricating iITlage tubes with silicon targets.
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3.2.6.2 Lens Systems. Lens systems, comprising motorized
variable focal length (zoom), focusing and aperture coatrol have already
flown. Lenses recently made available incorporating variable neutral
density features, greatly increase the dynamic range of aperture control
on image illumination (like the Zoomar XB -1 with axial attenuator spot).
We propose to incorporate a spring-loaded feature t1:lat in case of actuator
failure would return the lens to a medium focal length, minimum aperture
and hyperfocal distance in order to maintain a basic. fixed focus ca:mera
capability. Development of a lens system with complimentary focal lengths ,
near field capability for the foveal-peripheral system is desirable.
3.2.6.3 Display Tubes. Cathode ray tubes of sizes ranging down
to 1 inch diameter and 5 inches in length and projection quality brightne s s
and resolution are available, making possible compact rear projection
displays. Geometric image distortion in the cathode ray tubes (pincushion
distortion) can be eliminated using circuitry recently developed by several
manufacturers.
3.2.6.4 Eye Acuity Matching Display Techniques. Both field-of-
\tie~" and resolution can be considerably improved, 'vvnile .. , ..at tUC same ClIne
optimizing bandwith utilization, by the use of eye acuity matching techniques.
The general principle of this technique consists in reproducing the feature
of the human eye according to which visual acuity decreases with angle to
the optical axis of the eye. This characteristic can be reproduced either
by using a single anamorphic lens with variable distortion as proposed by
McDonnell-Douglas or a two field system as developed at Control Data
Corporation. The two field system is preferable for this application due
to the pos sibility of variable focal length (zoom) that is not present in the
anamorphic system. The high resolution, narrow angle field is kept
always in the line of sight, matching the resolution of the display to eye
acuity. The operator is continuously pointing the camera system in the
direction he wants to look at. An example of a two field foveal display
is shown in Figure 3.2.6-1.
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The low resolution peripheral field is seen only by the low
resolution part of the retina in the observer's eye. The observer detects
something of interest in his peripheral field. and points the cameras so
that the detail is seen in the high resolution central field. The foveal
display technique attempts to· match the display field-of-view to the reso-
lution in the hum~n eye field-of-view, thus reducing was te of bandwidth.
In this way, maXilTIUm possible resolution for a given bandwidth is always
achieved.
For the foveal display technique, the camera system has to
be movable. The most advanced way to do it is to slave the camera to the
direction of the eye line of sight. Eye direction tracking systems are
under development at Honeywell, at the Transportation Systems Center of
the U. S. Department of Transportation and at Stanford Research Institute.
3.2.6.5 Stereoscopy. Unambiguous and immediate depth informa-
tion, es sential for the operation of a dexterous manipulator can be gener-
ated by stereoscopic display. Stereoscopy is very desirable because
of the " empty field II visual conditions and of the lack of familiar depth
cues. The art is well known and the components can be easily· space quali-
fied. The stereoscopic pair of images can be generated and displayed b)T
use of optical attachments in front of the TV'camera and display. The
camera attachment comprises a system of reflectors (mirrors or prisms)
that split the field of the lens and displace the two resulting halves to the
desired stereo base (interocular) distance. A 11.l.echanical arrangement is
used to adjust the convergence and, if desired, the stereo base. At the
display end, the t.wo stereoscopic images are displayed on the two halves
of a monitor screen, using image separation optics such as Polaroid filters
and mirrors or small angle prisms and lenses for pres entation to the eyes.
No modifications are needed inside the television system. Controls for
changing the aspect ratio of the image, if des ired, (e. g., from 3:4 to 1:2
for square stereo halves) can be used in order to provide an optimum
image format for maXilTIUlTI transfer of visual information to the observer.
MBA has evolved a new split-field stereoscopic TV system that improves
stereoscopic acuity and stereoscopic perception by elimination of non-
stereoscopic image disparity through 90 0 field counter-rotation (See Volume
IV Simulation Studies).
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Computer generated stereoscopic depth marks can also be
produced on the display for ranging purposes.
3.2.6.6 Resolution. High resolution is desirable for the improvement
in detail perception, the speeding up of operator reaction and general op-
eration safety and reliability' that it would provide. Components and systems
providing resolutions of the order of 1200 lines per frame and up are
commercially available at this time. A 5000 line TV system was devel-
oped by RCA for an earth resource satellite. However, the bulk of the
system is objectionable for the present application.
3.2.6.7 Color. Color capabllity, needed for defect inspection and
other special applications, can be provided by color wheel and sequential
color image tra.nsmis sion. A color wheel systenl was flown on the Sur-
veyor lunar mission. The colur wheel is preferable to a multiple image
tube color TV system because it is intended to be used only sporadically
in the present application. It offers less complication and bulk in the
camera than the multiple tube, and also does not present advanced devel-
opment problems for the display.
3.2.6.8 Automatic Focusing and Stereo Convergence Control.
Automatic focusing devices are either already commercially ava.ilable
(Figure 3.2.6-2) or in advanced stages of development. An adequate sys-
tem for television use should use the electrical signals generated by the
maximum local light intensities when the image is in focus. (Experiments
conducted at CDC by John Chatten showed that the unsharpnes s produced
by the lens either needed to generate the focus ing signal cannot be detect-
ed by the eye. Automatic focus is very important for short range work,
such as dexterous manipulation, where depth of field is reduced and
stereoscopic convergence is needed).
The optical axes of the two stereoscopic fields must converge
on the focused object. This control could be c o.lpled to the automatic focus
control.
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Prototype Of Nikkor Automatic Focusing Lens
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Shape Of Electrical Signal Produced By
Scanning The Image Of A Luminous Disc
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FIGURE 3.2.6-2.
EXISTING AUTOMATIC FOCUSII'lG SYSTEM
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3.2.6.9 Variable Stereo Base. Varying the distance between the
optical axes of the stereoscopic fields makes the apparent depth scale of
the observed objects vary. Also., in order to maintain stereoscopic per-
ception of more distant objects, it would be neces sary to increase the
stereo base. (Stereoscopic perception is a function of the convergence
angle). In the present application, a variable stereo base is not needed
since dexterous manipulation is done at an established distance from the
camera. Also, it would introduce add itional mechanical complexity and
weight.
3.2.6.10 Camera Mobility. In order to see behind obstructions, it
is necessary that the camera can be moved about. A dedicated, mobile
boom is recommended to provide at all times a "bird's eye view " as
needed.
3.2.6. 11 Display and Controls. Display tubes that are already
space qualified and of sizes ranging down to one inch are available from
a variety of manufacturers. Controls using head-position sensing, eye-
direction tracking or isometric, are available to provide the operator with
a control of the camera that makes almost no demand on his conscious
attention and leaves hands and feet free for other tasks. Techniques use-
able for stereoscopic vision (such as parallax stereograms and TV scan
registration) are already available and will only have to be developed for
integration with foveal display and eye aiming controls. (Figure 3.2.6-3
and Figure 3.2.6-4).
A very attractive display consists of a miniaturized optical
viewer containing the stereoscope and peripheral display tubes and optics
for presenting the images to the eyes. The viewer is supported by a flex-
ible arm with locking features that the operator can position in front of his
eyes' or remove when desired (Figure 3.2.6 -5). An idea of the approxi-
mate size of the viewer display elements can be gathered from Figure
3.2.6-6. Pointing control is achieved h~T ::1.. gimb~.l - type suspension of
the viewer so that the operator can point it by pressing with his face on
the eye hood. Within an angle of approximately + 20 0 , the viewer 'follows
the operator t s head motions and the carneras are in a position control mode.
Beyond that, isometric controls are used at the stops, with the can1eras in
a rate control mode with the rotational speed proportional to the pressure
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FIGURE 3.2.6-3.
VIRTUAL IMAG E STEREO-FOVEAL DISPLAY
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FIGURE 3.2.6-4.
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FIGURE 3.2.6-5.
MOBILE VIEWER WITH POSITlON~RATE AIM CONTROL
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exerted. Such a mobile viewer provides the advantages of miniaturiza-
tion, optical simplicity, hignest quality of the optical image a.nd simplicity
of the control function. Furthermore it would require leBa development
effort than a console-mounted display capable of presenting the sarne
visual information.
3.2.6. 12 Illurnination. The relatively high sensitivity of the silicon
vidicon rnakes illumination in earth shadow a sirnple problem. Using
" , 2 2
halogen incandescent larnps, approxirnately 10 watts /rn (-I watt/ft ) of area
to be illurnina ted is needed.
A rnore difficult problern appears in" sunlight, when in the case
of shadowed objects, the in~age tubes cannot accornrnodate the needed
brightness range in the sarne frarne. The shadowed objects rnust either
be illuminated with an intensity of a few percent sunlight (to provide a few
shades of gray) or another rnethod rnust be used.
Artificial illurnination providing an intensity of 5 percent sun-
light (13,600 footcandles) will require an input of approximatdy 450 watt/rn2
'45 '1< 2) £ '1' . d f ., . 0 ~~. •\'"" watt it oj. 1 J.umlnate sur ace, conS1Clerlng a sourc~ D~am elHclency
of 15 percent for a long life short ar c xenon larnp "vith collector optics.
The'sarne level of illurninatioll' can be obtained by using a heli-
ostat with a convex rnirror (to get a wide bearn of reflected sunlight). The
n~irror is orientable and servoed to illurninate the field while the space
station, or shuttle is rotating with regard to the sun, by keeping a position
bissecting the angle between the direction of the sun and the direction of
the object (Figure 3.2.6-7).
Another possible rnethod of illurnination is to use a narrow
band filter in front of the carnera lens in conjunction with a line light
source, such as a rnercury vapor arc larnp. In this case, the larnp will
have to rnatch sun irradiance only for the filtered region of the spectrU1TI.
(Figure 3.2.6-8). With this illurnination, the necessary power input is of
the order of 100 watts/rn2 (..... 10 watt/ft2 ).
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FIGURE 3.2.6-8.
FILL-IN ILLUMINATION FOR SUNLIGHTED SCENES USING NARROW
BANDPASS FILTER AND SPECTRAL LINE LIGHT SOURCE
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A method whe reby there is no need of a light source other
than the low intensity one used in earth shadow is made possible by the
use of a foveal two camera system. The two camera.s are oriented in
such a way as to cover the two differently illuminated areas separately
so that one camera is used to look at the bright part of the scene, with
the other camera covering the dark part.
3.2. 7 Control System
-_.-----.-_ ..
Selection of control systenl equipment is i1-6t germain to
overall concept selection since state-of-the-art components are involved
in all concepts and the control problems are generally the same. The
actuators for the joints of the boom must have smooth, slow operation
and operate frorn electrical direct current if pos sible. A large torque
multiplication is required to match the high speed DC motor to the low
speed joint. A number of gear systems exist for large numerical speed
reduction. An alternate system of hydraulic transmission exists with the
possibility of some superior characteristics. The primary mode of con-
trol of the booln is rate controL Control of the dexterous end effector
is in a conventional position-position, force reflecting master-slavE: rnode.
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3.2.8 Data Processing and Transmission
The Data Processing and Transmission system is
divided into the following two subsystems, determined by the type
of data to be transmitted:
(1) The command and monitor subsystem which handles
control signals from the computer-control console to the end control
points in the station (or shuttle), and on the boom, such as actuators,
lights, camera controls, latches. These signals are characterized by
relatively low band widths (1-1000 Hz), low repetition rates and in some
cases high accuracy (0. 1%).
(2) The video subsystem which has a wide bandwidth
(4MHz and up) and moderate accuracy or resolution.
The electronic components required for t1).e Data Processing and Trans-
mission system are state-of-the-art. Essentially all that is required is
an engineering development and system integration effort to rneet the
particular en~'lironrn.2n.t~1and ph:.fsic.al constr~ints irnpcccd b:; the total
manipulator system and the shuttle or station. A few relevant comments
on each of the CJ.bove subsystems are givel? below. The space station is
considered since it represents the more complex overall system.
3.2.8.1 Control and Monitor Subsystem
A number of systems are able to transmit the data require-
ments of the teleoperator systeIn. The requ irements are not demanding
and similar systems are in regular use in space.
A serial pulse code modulation (PCM) system could handle the data.
The control points are assigned addresses in serial pulse-time with 10
bits being adequate, and the data to be transmitted is also pulse coded in
10 bits in serial pulse time. The entire control I'word" is put in series
and multi-plexed with the other addresses and transmitted on a bus. Due
to the data rate and number of addresses, the system bit rate is rather
high and the bus might have to be coaxial transmission line.
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Parallel pulse code ITlodulation transITlis sion is siInilar
to serial PCM but the addres s is coded on one set of parallel line sand
the data coded on another set of lines. The parallel coding reduces the
bit rate per line and a bundled wire bus is adequate. Pulse code ITlodu-
lation of signals requires coders and decoders to place the data on the
bus and buffer registers to hold the data between ITlultiplex intervals.
Direct transITlis sion of analog data provides a reliable
link but requires a large nUITlber of wires in the transITlission cable,
(one for each data channel) and provides an inferior signal to noise
ratio.
A light pipe can transITlit data on a laser beaITl at very
high rates (wide bandwidth) but presently available fibers have a large
attenuation.
A cOITlparison of the electronic transITlis sion systeITls is
presented in Figure 3.2. 8-1. It is apparent that the weight of any of
these systeITls is second order and that a particular systen"l can be
chosen on the basis of cornplexity, capability, growth potentia.l and
cost. On this basis the PCM system is the best overall concept.
3.2.8.2 Video SubsysteITl
The anticipated video signal requires for the ITlain booln
and dexterous anthropoITlorphic end effector are given in Figure 3.2.8-2.
The television video signal distribution systerD could be a ITlodulated radio
frequency electro magnetic radiation systeITl. The independence of wire
and cables is desirable. However, the changing nature of the propagation
path due to station configuration changes and to ITloveITlents of the boorn
about the station and shuttle render it iITlpractical.
Television signal transITlission is possible by a single cable
through the station with jUITlpers installed on unused terminals, caITleras
and monitors on the ends. T'he siITlple cable system is desirable but the
maintenance of matching with jumpers is undesirable.
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Weight Per Weight Per Boom Flexibility/ Complexity Cost of Parts Station Control
Module Expansion Compatibility
Capability
1. Serial PCM .22 Kg + .0144 Kg/m I .66 Kg + .0144 Kg/m Yes High Med + Possible
1 Coax $20,OOO/Arm
(1# + .02#/Ft) (311 + .0211/Ft)
-
2. Parallel PCM .33 Kg + .028 Kg/m .22 Kg + .028 Kg/m Yes Moo Med - Yes
20 Wires $16,OOO/Arm
(1.5' + .04#1Ft) (2/l + .04111Ft)
3. Analog .44 Kg + .28 Kg/m .28 Kg/m No Low Low No
200 Wires
(2# + .4#1Ft) (.-4
'
/Ft) $3,OOO/Arm
_~E L~
FIGURE 3.2.8-1-
COMPARISON OF CONTROL & MONITOR DATA TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM FOR THE SPACE STATION
· BIN RATE P/r STEREONAME COLOR (FRAME/SEC)
I. WRIST B/W 4MHZ 30 NO ·NO
-
2 • FOREARM BIN 4 MHZ 30 NO NO
-
3. UPPER ARM BIN 4 MHZ 30 NO NO
4. SHOULDER .BIN 4 MHZ 30 NO .NO
-
.5 • "HEAD Color 4 MHZ 30 , YES YES
-
FIGURE 3.208-2.
TV SIGNALS GENERATED ON THE MAIN BOOM AND DEXTEROUS END EFFECTS
A system of parallel coaxial transm.ission lines is possible
with switching matrices at the junction points (station modules) to main-
tain impedance match. There would be as many coaxial cables as there
are cameras. This would be a low los s, high signal-to -noise system.
A coaxial transmis sion system with parallel terminals but
without switches is possible by substituting passive splitters to achieve
the impedance match. The signal attenuation would be rather high but
could be made up with amplifiers in each station module. The direct dis-
advantages are additional weight, complication and power consumption.
3.2.9 Environmental Control a!1d Life Support
In order to insure that the crew can function in the manipu-
1ator m.odule, it must contain Environmental Control and Life Support
Systems (EC/LSS). However. this module can be operated in three dif-
ferent modes so the EC/LSS equipment m.ust necessarily be adequate
for each.
(1) Attached Operation - The module is attached either to
the space station or the shuttle. As such it is able to draw upon the EC/
LSS sys~e!n.s of its support vehicle. This will be the standard m.ode of
operation and is expected to exist about 99% of the time.
(2) Independent Operation - Independent module operation
would occur when the module is being transferred from one location to
another. The modules would be manned during this transfer operation.
The maximum. duration of such a transfer would be six hours. Lessthan
1% of the total mission is anticipated to be spent in this mode.
(3) Emergency Operation - During the independent operations,
emergencies could occur which would necessitate the evacuation of the
module with an E. V.A. maneuver in order to get back to safety. Emer-
gencie s such as malfunctioning berthing systems or module leaks can be
envisioned.
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During the attached operation, the EC/LSS equipment could be
quite simple. Sustaining the correct pressure in the module is trivial
since a direct connection with the space station has been made. A resup- .
ply of 0z gas and the return of COZ could be done with a simple fan which
would guarantee proper circulation. This would also assure circulation
of the N Z gas.
The forced circulation would have the added benefit that it
would aide in the cooling of the module atmosphere. 1£ the cooling of the
operator(s) could not be done this way, heat exchangers, water separat-
or s and cooling lines would have to be added.
For the independent operation, the equipment becomes much
more complicated. The EC/LSS can be either open or closed loop or a
combination of the two. Existing Apollo & LEM Type hardware could be
used to keep the cost low.
In order to keep the equipment simple and lightweight, an
open loop air supply system could be used. This would consist of recharge-
able air bottles which would be bled into the module throu.gh a pres sure
regulator. A relief valve woult1 cause the air to leak out of the module at
a pre-determined rate causing "fresh ' ! air to enter. This system would
keep the pressure, 0z and N Z at pre-determined levels. The flow rate
would be set so as to keep t:le COZ percentage below a safe level.
The same objective could be accomplished with much more
sophisticated and expensive equipment, using a closed loop system. The
air supply could come from separate 0z and N Z bottles. Regulators and
detectors would be needed to assure the proper mix ratio. The COZ could
be removed with LiOH scrubbers like those used in the Apollo Spacecraft.
However, such a system is not required. Heat exchangers, water separ-
ators and cooling equipment would be required to prevent the manipulator
operator from dehydrating.
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The Life Support Equipment for the emergen~ymode would
require a complete pressure suit. This could be a closed loop systern as
was used for the lunar back pack or an open loop purge systern similar to
the back up system on the back pack. This back up system could be used
since failure of it would constitute a. double failure.
The elnergency system would have to be modified to allow the
use of 14. 7 psi air but this would be done for the EVA suits for the Shuttle
and Space Station anyway .
. The problem of waste management is easily solved. For the
attached case, the manipulator operator could return to the Space Station
and use the facilities there. During the independent mode, Apollo type
collection bags couJ.d be used. For the ernergency case, collection bags
would not be required because of the short duration of the emergency.
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3.2.10
3.2.10.1
Materials
Introduction
For space applications, the typical approach for materials
selection has been to compare strength to density and modulus to density
ratios. Although this is clearly inadequate from the standpoint of long
term reliability (e. g. , fatigue, fracture mechanics, and radiation con-
siderations), as a preliminary screening method they are reasonably
good estimates of how a long tubular member might respond to static and
dynamic loads. The selection philosophy is based upon existing attain-
able properties and not those potentiall)' possible .. In this way the current
desirability of exotic materials may be more realistically assessed. Cer-
tainly, prime candidates for a long, stiff tubular beam are composite
materials. For comparison a number of possible configurations are list-
ed as follows:
1. Homogeneous material
2. Unidirectionally reinforced fibrous composites
3. Cros s -plied reinforced fibrous cOlnposites
4. Thin-film laminated sheet composites
5. Various combinations of above
For the preliminary screening, several typical high strength
aluminum, titanium and steel alloys have been picked. Also, a number of
fibrous composites were selected, typical of the best metal and epoxy
matrix composites available today. He re, only the longitudinally orient-
ed fibrous composites are initially listed, although it is realized that this
gives an unrealistically biased view of their potential. Finally, a relative-
ly new development of laminated thin-film composites is also included.
Combinations of these were not considered at this time. although it must
be recognized that this approach may give the optimum cOlnbination of
desirable properties. The preliminary screening will allow iwo materials
to be chosen from each class. These will then be subjected to a more de-
ta iled tradeoff stud y.
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3.2.10.2 Preliminary Screening
As noted in Table 3.2.10-1, the strength to density and
modulus to density are listed for each material. For the homogeneous
materials, with the exception of beryllium; there is little choice with
re spect to modulus to density, the value typically being 2. 54 x 108 m
(l08in). The dynamically strain-aged AusformedH-ll steel and the Grade
400 maraging steeL are decidedly superior to the aluminum and titanium
alloys with respect to strength to density. However, there would be
conside rable difficulty in manufacturing and joining a dynamically strain-
aged Ausformed tube that had a strength near 2; 76 x 109 Pa (400 kpsi)
For this reason, the preliminary selections of homogeneous materials
are 6Al-4V titanium Grade, 400 maraging steel, 7075 - T6 aluminum
and beryllium. The large stiffness to weight ratio (modulus to density
ratio) for beryllium justifies serious consideration of its use.
With respect to the unidirectional con'lposites, it may first be
noted that the metal-matrix composites come fairly close to achieving
their calculated strength potential except in the case of Ti -B which has a
compatibility problelu. The compatibility problen'l is further seen in the
modulus comparison where the boundary 'layer of TiB 2 contributes greatly
to the elastic modulus. The selected n'letal matrix composites are Al-B
and A 1-graphite (Thorne:!.. 50) which are relatively comparable in both
strength and modulus to density. For the epoxy-base con'lposites, it is
significant that the observed composite strengths are considerably less
in most cases than the calculated ones. Considering the disparity between
the calculated and observed composite strength of epoxy-graphite, this
probably has the best long range potential of all the epoxy-based compos-
ites. Observed strength and modulus to density ratios give epoxy-boron
and epoxy-graphite the best rating of all epoxy-based composites.
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Ultimate Young's Density Composite Composite Strength To Modulus To
Strength Modulus Lb/ln3 Strength Modulus Density Ratio Density Ratio
MATERIAL 103 psi 106p'i 10.5Vr) 1O.5Vr) 106 IN. 107 IN.
103 psi 106 psi
Matrix Fiber Matrix I Fiber Matrix Fiber Mctrix Fiber Calc. I Obs. Calc. Obs.
HOMOGENEOUS:
I
I :
I
7075-T6 AI
-
80 - 10.51 - 0.101 - - I - - - 0.79 10.4
6AL-4V 1;
- 160
I
-
16
-
0.160 - -
,
- - - 1.00 10.0i
4340 Steel (
-
300
-
29 I - 0.283 - - - - - 1.06 10.2Ausformed H-i 1 Steel 0)
-
400
-
29 ! - n.283 - - I - - - 1.41 10.2
Grode 400 Moraging Ste.1
-
400
-
29
i
-
('.290 .
- -
I
- - -
1.38 10.0
Beryllium 60
-
44
- -~-i- - - I - - - .90 60.0
UNDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITES: ! I
(Metal MatTix) I I jI
AL B 35 450 10.5 I 55 0.101 i 0.096 242 , 183 32.7 33.2 1.86 33.7
AL Stainless Steel (b) 68 450 10.5 i 29 (\.101 I 0.290 259 i 255 19.7 21.0 1.31 10.810.5l IAL Graphite 35 350 47 0.101 0.056 197 160 28.7 - 2.04 16.5
(Thorne! 50)
Ti 8e 110 185 16 I 44 0.160 : 0.067 142 148 30.0 32.0 1.31 28.2n 8 110 450 16 55 0.160 i 0.094 280 , 140 35.5 41.5< 1. 10 32.6,
UNDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITES: I
(Epoxy Matrix) I
Epoxy B 10 : 450 0.5 ; 55 0.040 0.096 230 : 190 27.7 30.8 2.79 45.3
Epoxy E-gloss 10 I 400 0.51 10.5 0.040 0.092 205 132 5.5 5.5 2.00 8.4
Epoxy S-glass 10 I 500 0.5l 12.6 0.040 0.090 255 192 6.5 6.7 2.95 10.3
Epoxy Silica 10 700 0.5 10.5 0.040 0.079 355 , 171 5.5 - 2.92 9.4
Epoxy Si C 10 300 0.51 65 0.040 0.120 155 - 32.7 - 1. 94 40.9
Epoxy Graphite iO 350 0.5 ; 47 0.040 0.056 180 I 101 23.7 ! 20.9 .2.10 43.5
(Thorne I 50) I I
lAMINATED SHEET COMPOSITE: ~±.091 "Ti 84C 110 330 16 65 220 I 140 40.5 i 40 1. 12 31.8I
TABLE 3.2.10-1.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES - PRELIMINARY SCREEI'JlNG
Finally, the one lalninated sheet composite appears very
promlslng since it has a modulus to density ratio approaching the best
metal-matrix fibrous composites. Although the strength to density is
not particularly high, one should keep in mind that this laminated com-
posite already has planar isotropy so that no cros s plying is necessary.
As will be seen in the more detailed tradeoff study, t~e necessity of cross
plying greatly detracts from the potential of fibrous reinforced composites.
3.2.10.3 Initial Tradeoff Study
The approach utilized was es sentially that of Cole and Cervelli,
who characterized the structural efficiency rules of composite and homo-
geneous both experimentally and analytically.
The appropriate parameters are -
(1) Weight Index:
W = Dtp
where W is the cross-sectional weight per length,
D is the diameter of the tube, t is the thickness and
p is the inactive density.
(2) Compressive load:
2Pc = TTle (J D
. 3 c
where Pc is the critical failure load in compression
(Jc is the compressive ultimate strength and k 3 = t/D-
(t/D)2.
(3) Buckling Load:
3 4 2Pcr = 4TT E W k 3 /L k 2
where Pcr is the critical buckling load, E is the mod-
ulus of elasticity, L is the length of the column, w
is the radius of gyration which is approximately O. 353D
. 2for a thm-walled tube, and k 2 = 112 - tiD + (tiD)
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and G is the
xy
(4) Bending:
(a) Load Index - 3
Pbc = rrki O"b D /2L
where Pbc is the critical failure load in bending,
O"b is the bending ulthnate strength and leI =
t /2D - 3(t/D)2 + 2(t/D)3
(b) Deflection Index -
5 = P b L
3 /3EI
where P b is the bending load and I is the moment
of inertia.
·(5) Torsion:
(a) Load Index
T =0" tJ/C
c s .
where T is the critical torque, 0" t is the torsional
c s
clear strength, J is the polar moment of inertia
and C is the distance from the neutral axis.
(b) Twist Index -
e = TL/G J
xy
where T is the applied torque,
shear modulus of elasticity.
A few points of discussion are in order. First, only 7075-T6
aluminum, 6AL-4V titanium, the AL-B, epoxy - B fibrous composites
and the Ti-B4 C laminated com.posites were evaluated. Beryllium was
not included in these comparisons because of lack of definitive stress/
fatigue/crack sensitivity data pertinent to the anticipated loading historys
for the'present application and because the overall attractiveness of
Beryllium .will depend on a detailed structural design taking into considera-
tion practical, state-of-the-art fabrication methods. However, because
of its high stiffness to density ratio it is given further consideration in
Volume III IIConcept Analysis ".
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To eliminate any preconceived notions, a rating system was
devised prior to the assessment of the individual materials. First, a
single geometry was considered, that of a .tubular member 18. 3m (720 in)
long with a diameter 2 0.3 cm (8 in) and a thicknes s of 2mm (0. 080 in) so
that D It = 100. For the deflection and twist indicies, it is meaningles s to
consider critical bending loads or torques for failure, since at this point
the tubular member would look like a pretzel. As an alternative, arbitrary
loads of 45 kg (100 lbs) in bending and 2250 Nm (20,000 in-lb) of torque
were chosen. At this force, it was not considered feasible to assess all
possible composite wrap configurations and so three typical ones were
chosen: unidirectional, 00 - 900 cross ply and 45 0 - 45 0 cross ply. The
average of these three systems should give a rough idea of how current
multi-plyed composite systems might perform.
Utilizing data from the references in Section 4. 0, the data
given in Table 3.2. 10-2 were detennined•. For a structural efficiency
rating, rather than dividing each load or deflection by the weight index,
the weight per unit length was assessed at a value six times as large as
all other parameters since six paranJ.eters are dependent on the section
size. The material with the best property for all other criteria was
arbitrarily given a rating of one and the others were proportioned appro-
priately.
From the weighting noted in Table 3.2.10-3, it is seen that
besides the structural considerations, weight was given to manufacturing
and joining techniques. This partially due to the cost considerations,
partially to time considerations and partially due to the possible degrad-
ationof performance due to joining. Comparing the worst to the best
case, the total structural weight savings for a 18.3 m (720 in) long
tubular member would be about 59 kg (130 lbs). It would not seem that
the marginal gain in weight provided by epoxy-B would be sufficient to
justify the larger expense of developing the processing, fabrication and
joining. * Furthermore, if the weight advantage were ignored, the epoxy-B
would rate little better than most hOlnogeneous materials on an overall basis.
i.< Although these methods have been reasonably well developed, the testing
stage for jumping from advanced developm.ent to hardware would be consid-
erably more expensive and time consuming than if 6AL-4V Titanium or
7075-T6 Aluminum were utilized.
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Homogeneous Fibrous Composi tes Laminate
7075-T6 6A1-4V Ti AI-B Epoxy-B Composite
UD 0°,90° 45°,45° UD 0°,90° 45°'45° Ti-B4C
Weight/Unit length, Ib/in, 0.202 0.319 0.196 0.196 0.196 0.136 0.136 0.136 0.250
Compression, 1000 Ib,. 160 299 321 200 46 440 300 2B 2BO
Buckling, PCR, 1000 Ib,. 3.08 4.69 9.7 6.13 7.6 9.0 4.84 1.14 11.7
Bending, Pb mox.' Max. load, 1000 Ib,.
0.43 0.81 1.35 0.30 0.16 1.35 0.65 0.16 0.76
100' Deflection at 100 Ib,., inche, 74 49 23.7 37.6 30 25.5 47.5 206 19.6
Torsian, T ,Max. ·Torque, 1000 in. -Ib,. 410 825 115 119 1000 115 115 670 700
max
20,000' Twi,t at 20,000 in. -lb., degree, 6.5 4.05 3.26 4.4 2.7 8.6 13.3 3.4 1.7
Fatigue Limit at 107 cycles, 1000 p,i 40 80 80 45 20 90 48 22 70
-
TABLE 3.2.10-2"
MATERIAL TRADE OFF DATA
..
3.2.10.4 Lubrication
The space shuttle / station teleoperator is required to operate
reliably over a long period of time in a harsh enviromnent. The rotating
elements require lubrication. The sliding contacts require antisiezing
treatment for use in vacuum. The electrical contacts require treatment'
for reliable conductivity, low wear and re sistance to cold welding. A
variety of materials are available for use over wide temperature ranges
and in vacuum. For sleeve, flange and thrust bearings, there are plastic
materials. Dixon Corporation makes Rulon and Teflon usable from _2400
to +28So C '(_400 0 to +550 0 F). The dry bearings are compatible with alum-
inum and usable in vacuum. DuPont makes Vespel and Delrin which are
similar and could be used for no maintenance bearings. To eliniinate
siezing and cold welding, a dry surface treatment would be desirable.
Lubrication Science, Inc., produces Dicronite, a dry, surface treatment
of tungsten disulphide that can be applied to most any surface. Ball
Brothers Research Corporation also produces a surface treatment of
VacKote for the same application. To lubricate heavily loaded bearings
for use in vacuum and over a wide teluperature range, a low vapor pres sure
oil or grease is required. There are a number of sources; Ball Brothers
Research Corpol'ation, VacKote, DuPont I:\.rytox and Bray Oil Company's
Brayco. All have been used in space previously. Electrical contact
treatment has been done bv Ball Brother~ Research Corporation by the
VacKote process and is a very important and essential part of the vacuum
and long duration operation conditioning proces s.
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3.2.11 Technology
The Shuttle and Space Station Manipulator System for
assembly, docking, maintenance and cargo loading can be developed
with current technology. A considerable amount of equipment is
available off-the-shelf and some of the equipment is lfspace qualified"
by past succes sful operation in space.
Items requiring development are:
(1) The walking boom in an overall sense is a new concept.
However,the only really new features, compared with a conventional
boom, is the electro-mechanical end connector which enables the boom
to repeatedly connect either end of the booln with mating root points about
the station and shuttle and with other end effector s. A substantial electri-
cal connector technology exists, including vacuum type connectors, how-
ever, detailed design, development and te sting of these particular end
connectors is required to achieve a highly reliable, long life unit.
(2) The actuators as an assembly are new, however, the
components are well proven. The rates and torques are rather uncommon
and detail design, fabrication and testing in vacuum is necessary,
.
(3) Operation of the complete boom assembly at full scale
in simulated zero-g is mandatory to assure full capability in use.
(4) Dynamic control of boom flexibility is feasible for the
primary vibrational mode s but a study should be made to determine the
adequacy or need for this control.
(5) The stereo-foveal color TV display system has never
been assembled as a complete system and will require detail design,
fabrication and te sting.
(6) A narrow band illumina.tion light source (Mercury high
pressure short arc) could be developed to provide illumination with less
expended electrical power than the broad spectrum sunlight fill-in illumin-
ation. This system would have to be developed for the rather unique
requirements of the space station or shuttle. However, the use of a dual
field foveal systcln may eliminate any requirement of sunlight fill-in
lighting. The feasibility of this technique must be determined.
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(7) Lubrication of bearing s, joints and sliding contact for
operation in a vacuum will be required for full performance. There are
a number of commercial sources of lubricants and this is not expected to
be a controlling problem, but the designs will have to be tested for vacuum
operation.
(8) The wide range of operational req'uirernents place
demands on the man/machine interface beyond current manipulator
experience. Mock up and simulation studies of the complete man/machine
interface including computer as sisted supervisory control are required.
These studies should also include evaluation of visual displays to establish
the necessary human factor and performance requirements for both direct
and video systerns.
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o
o
AI-B Epoxy-B
7075-T6 AI 6AI-4V n UD 0° 90° 45° 45° UD 0° 90° 45°,45° Ti-B4C L, , ,
Weight 4.05 2.56 4.15 4.15 4.15 6.00 . 6~OO 6.00 3.26
Compression 0.36 0.68 0.73 0.45 0.10 1.00 0.68 0.06 0.64
Buckling 0.26 0.40 0.83 0.52 0.65 0.77 0.41 0.09 1.00
Bending 0.32 0.60 1.00 0.22 0.12 1.00 0.48 0.12 0.56
0.27 0.40 0.83 0.52 0.65 0.77 0.41 0.10 1.00
Torsion 0.41 0.82 O. n 0.12 1.00 0.12 0.12 0.67 0.70
0.26 0.42 0.52 0.39 0.63 0.20 0.13 0.50 1.00
Fatigue 0.45 0.89 0.89 0.50 0.22 1.00 0.53 0.25 0.78
Manufacture 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.60
Joining 1.00 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.80
-
TOTAL 8.38 8.77 10.46 8.47 8.92 12.26 10.16 9.19 10.34-
-
AVG. TOTAL 8.38 I 8.77 9.28 10.50 10.34
TAB LE 3. 2. 10-3 •
MATERiAL WEIGHTING TABLE
3.2. 12 Utility
A detailed utility analysis IS not required fo!' evaluation
and selection of a preferred m"anipulator ·concept. It is sufficient only
that the selected concept have the potential to accomplish the desired
tasks as readily as othe l' concepts. Som.e general considerations on
space manipulators relevant to concept selection are given below.
Primary operations (tasks) of the subject manipulator are
of two distinct types: 1) large object handling and 2) maintenance.
Large object handling in a zero gravity envirolllnent is a completely n-::w
use for a manipulator, however, its feasibility has been demonstrated
by simulation studies performed by several investigators. Goertz
demonstrated capture of a tumbling, slnall satellite size object,
(dimensions on the order of 1 m ("" 3 1 ) ) with a pair of force reflecting
manipulator s (2 arms). It was shown that force reflection provides a
means of decelerating masses where frequencies (tumbling, n"lass
spring oscillations) are within man I s ability to react (a few Hertz).
Workers at G. E. and elsewhere have succes sfully demonstrated capture
operations using single boom, large objects (discussions of several
meters) and plug in type end effectors in a 3-dimensional air bearing
,
for simulation facility. Succes sful berthing simulations have likewise
been accomplished.
A large body of experience has been accumulated on repair
and maintenance type operations in hot cell activities throughout the
world. A zero gravity environment will not cause any fundamental
difficulties with such operations because they are generally accomplished
with relatively small (man- size) dexterous, force reflecting manipulators
in intiInate contact with and vicinity of the work piece. Zero gravity is
of concern only to the extent that a m.eans must be provided to re strain
the manipulator and work objects (by, say, a grapling ann) and to prevent
parts and tools from escaping or "floating awayll. In fact a zero gravity
environment lUay be advantageous in some ways. For exalUple the
strength of the dexterous manipulator need only be sized on the basis of
the force s required to operate tools, push parts togethe l' or pull them
apart, e. g. - the weight of heavy masses is of no consequence such as
it would be on earth.
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Emphasis in the present study has been placed on shuttle
berthing, station assembly and cargo handling operations with general
maintenance and propulsion package replacement as secondary. As
discussed in Section 2.0 llSummary" and 3.2.2 "Boom Configuration'l,
a single manipulator boom has been chosen for the recommended system.
A small scale model of the manipulator system, space station and shuttle
crew compartment and cargo bay was used to study the reach and access-
ability capability of the manipulator. It was established that the single
boom system can accOluplish shuttle berthing, station assembly and
cargo handling without any special" end effectors, i. e., the end connector
on the boom is adequate for capture and engagement for all such opera-
tions. For other operations, say for example, propulsion package
replacement, special end effectors may be required. The type of end
effector will depend on details of the propulsion package and connector
designs. Consideration must also be given to tool and parts holders.
The manipulator control module can be used to store end effectors,
tools, cabinets, etc. The distal end of the boom and/or end effector
has the capability of reaching down to interchange iterDs stored in the
module.
For shuttle applications the external control module would
not be used: rather, the boom would be plugged into a root point on the
shuttle and control would be accomplished from within the shuttle.
Auxiliary devices, or even perhaps another boom, nlay be required
depending on the specific task to be performed and on details of the
shuttle design. If a berthing port is always available to restrain (and
possibly rotate) the object being operated on, then most, if not all, tasks
could be accomplished with a single boom "and appropriate end effectors.
If it is not permissible to berth the object on the shuttle (for example
because of pos sible local outgas sing which Dlight contaminate optical
systems) an auxiliary boom will be required. However, since the
auxiliary boom's function Dlay only be to hold and rotate, it can be made
much simpler and lighter than the primary boom. The requirements of
each task must be examined and the appropriate auxiliary devices carried
along for that particular mis sion.
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3.3 Concept Selection
The results of the Phase I analyses and the recom.mended
manipulator concept (see Section 2.0 IISummary") were presented at a
briefing to NASA personnel at MSC, Houston, Texas on 30 August 1971.
Full details of the presentation are summarized in MBA Briefing Aid
document MB-R-7l /85. Upon review and analysis of the briefing and
supporting documentation NASA MSC approved MBA I S recommended
concept with the following options selected:
1) An internal control station without direct viewing
shall be used.
2) A panel display shall be used rather than a mobile
viewer so as not to encumber the operator.
3) No portable control stations are to be used.
In addition, MSC established the following ground rules:
1) The total manipulator system weight, including the
auxiliary lighting boom, shall not exceed 454 Kgms
(1000 lbs). The weight of additional root points are
not charged against the manipulator systenl.
2) The boom diameter shall b~ ~. 229 m (9") to facilitate
stowage in the shuttle.
3) A light weight metal such as aluminum or titanium
shall be used. Composite Inaterials are not to be
used because of their high development costs.
4) The station modules [ 11,340 Kgm (25,000 lbs) ]
are to be the design drivers. It can be assumed that
immediately after capture, the shuttle control system
can bring the shuttle kinetic energy down to values
lower than for moving modules. Specifically the boom
shall be able to ca.tch and hook up with the shuttle while
it is moving at . 12m/ sec (.4 ft/ sec) but at this speed it
only has to relay angle changes and velocity data to the shuttle.
The shuttle will decrease its speed to .03m/sec (. I ft/sec)
using its own m.aneuvering units at which time the m.anipula-
tor must be able to take out any rem.aining velocity.
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5} The 040A shuttle configuration can be used as the reference
for the study.
The MSC approved manipulator system. concept is illustrated in Figure
3.3-1. Refined requirements for this system and a description of the
various parts and subsystems including the rationale for their recommenda-
tion and selection are pre s ented in this section.
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FIGURE 3.3-1.
MSC APPROVED MANIPULATOR SYSTEM CONCEPT
3. 3. 1
3.3.1.1
Requirements
General Requirements
The tasks to be performed by the shuttle/space station
manipulator system are: to assemble a modular space station in earth
orbit, to perform station repair and maintenance including replacement
of propulsion packages, to assist in berthing the shuttle, to unload and
load shuttle cargo in orbit and to deploy, service and retrieve satellites
from the shuttle.
The basic manipulator system shall consist of an internal
control station (one each on the shuttle and station) a single, articulated
"walking ll main boom, (referred to as the "boom!'), and a viewing system.
(including an auxiliary dedicated viewing boom) capable of presenting the
operator with an adequate display or view of the work area. The manipulator
system wili be configured so that the main and auxiliary booms can be used
interchangeably on the shuttle and space station and so that a maxirnum of
'commonality between this shuttle and space station can be achieved with
other subsysterrls such as the Inan-rrlachine interface {controls and displays)
and viewing system.s. The main and auxiliary booms shall be capable of
being stored and transported in the shuttle ca,.rgo bay. The boom. can be
equipped with general purpose, dexterous multiple arm end effectors as
well as with specialized end effectors for general and special tasks res-
pectively.
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.2.1
Subsystem Requirements
Boom Requirements
The boom will have a maximum force level determined by
the requirement to deploy, manipulate, berth and retrieve shuttle payloads
and in addition to assemble, maintain and repair the modular space station.
The boom will assist in berthing the shuttle within its force and strength
capabilities. In berthing the shuttle, the manipulator shall, upon capture
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of the shuttle, transInit its bOOIn joint position and rate inforIUation to the
shuttle such that the shuttle can use its own propulsion/ACS systeIn to
bring the shuttle velocities down to levels where the Inanipulator systeIn
can cOInplete the arresting and berthing task.
The bOOIn will be capable of Inoving froIn one hard point to
another on the shuttle ()r space station. The hard points shall be capable
of providing the required electrical power and control inputs required by
the Inanipulator systeIn.
3.3.1.2.2 Control Module
The requireInent for a separate external control Inodule with
independent power, enviromnental control and life support systeIns is
eliIninated.
3.3.1.2.3 Control Station
An internal control station will be used on the station and
shuttle, The Inanipulator control station ,'lill be a ~cdul;::.r :::.ddit:on to the
control/crew Inodule for the space station. The possibility of tiIne sharing
the space station and shuttle cOInputers for rr;anipulator functions will be
investigated.
3.3.1.2.4 Man/Machine Inte rface
The Inanipulatn l' will require a IniniInuIn of training and prior
experience for the operator. There will be no encumbrances to the operator
for viewing or operating the Inanipulator. The manipulator shall be controlled
only froIn the priInary control station in the space station or shuttle. There
will be no portable control stations.
3.3.1.2.5 Visual Sys teIn
(1) Viewing GeoInetry. The systeIn should assure coverage
of the entire envelope reached by the teleoperator as well as the regions of
space adjacent to the envelope so as to provide inforInation about objects
Inanipulated by the teieoperator. Standby optical instruInents, such as a
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dual field variable power (ZOOIn) stereoperiscope should be available in
case of video systeln failure.
(2) IlluInination Conditions. The systelTI should be capable
of functioning under space illulTIination conditions, i. e~, starlight and
sunlight illuInination, large brightne s s gradients ac ros s the field of view,
and should be iInlTIune ..to direct or specularly reflected sunlight. The
lighting system should provide lateral lighting for enhancement of sInal!
details when perforlTIing inspection ta.sks.
(3) Optical Detection and IInaging: Visual inforInation
acquisition capability should incorporate all or the lTIost essential of visual
inputs required both for handling tas ks and for flaw detection and lTIalfunction
or accident investigation, such as:
a) Brightnes s and contrast control capability
b) Camera Inobility
c) Increased resolution (of the order of 1000-1200 lines)
d) Variable field of view (zoom.)
e) Stereoscopy
f) Eye acuity lTIatching (foveal technique s)
g) AutolTIatic focusing and stereo convergence control
h) Color
i) Specialized visual probes and aligmnent aids
(4) Visual Display and Controls. MinilTIulTI adaptation of the
observer to the interfa.ce should be provided. In other words, the ideal
situation would be when the operator could not distinguish between direct
observation and the use of the viewing systelTI. It is also desirable to
reduce the nUlTIber of constraints. Therefore, to allow free head lTIovelTIent,
the display can be head-·lTIounted or at a suitable distance. Head-ailTIing or
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eye-aiming will make the camera pointing control not interfere with the
conscious tasks of the observer. Stereoscopy will provide interfacing
with binocular vision. A foveal-peripheral mode should be used to optimize
resolution. The controls for stereoscopic convergence and focusing should
be either autOluatic or eye-aimed, in order not to interfere with conscious'
tasks.
(5) Fail", safe Feature. The elements of the viewing system
should be either redundant or not affect the functioning of those remaining
in case of individual failure of one or .more elements. The system should
be conceived as a basic unit consisting of a monocular fixed focus, hyper-
focal, fixed focal length gimballed video camera, to which the automatic
aperture control, focusing, zooming, st~reo, foveal, color functions can
be added. For example, the ZOOIU and iris system can be conceived as
spring-loaded, with automatic return to a fixed focal length, Iuinimum
aperture and hyperfocal distance (fixed focus) in case of failure of the
controls so that the system could function at a basic level for as long as
the video part of the camera is operative.
3.3.1.2.6 Control System
The control system IUust have a, slow and steady response
to avoid excess flexing and to facilitate accurate and smooth berthing.
The control will be computer assisted for safety and better performance.
The main boom control will be rate control and need not be force reflecting
except perhaps for capture operations. The dexterous end effector will
have a position-position bilateral force feedback controller. There will
be no portable control stations.
3.3.1.2.7 Data .Proces sing and Transmis sion
The data processing and transmis sian system must pro-
cess and transmit control signals and instrumentation signals with high
reliability and low error rates. The video channels must provide a high
signal-to-noise ratio and provide a high resolution view of the work area
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at all times since it is the primary viewing system. There rrmst be a
minimun"l impact on the station and shuttle by the telecon"lmunication
system. The manipulator telecommunication system must be capable of
providing relative motion information to the shuttle while the boom is
plugged into the station and the shuttle, preparatory to arresting and
berthing the shuttle.
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3.3.2 Boom Configu:r:ation
There are three (3) fundarrlental decisions involved in
selecting a boom configuration: (1) The number of booms; (2) the degrees
of freedom (DOF) for the boom(s) and (3) the kinematic arrangement of the
DOFls or joints. Once these decisions are made design of the boom becomes
a fairly straightforward engineering problem.
Consideration of the number of booms required is given in
Section 3.2.2. 1 "Single vs. Multiple Booms" where it is concluded that two
or more interactive booms are not practical (or even possible) when the
current state-of-the-art in manipulator control and human factors are con-
sidered. Furthermore scale model studies of the various operations required
on the shuttle and station show that all of the tasks can be accolnplished with
one main "working boom", although some tasks (such as satellite servicing)
will require a special device (such as an auxiliary boom or supporting fixture).
However such a device can generally be nlade lighter, less complex and will
be les s costly than a second working boom. and when it is not required on a
mission it need not be carried. Thus only one active boorn can be operated
at anyone time on a given object and since cOlllplete space station as selubly
and shuttle / station cargo handling can be accolllplished with only one boom.
without using any special end effector, it is logical to select a single booln
for the basic manipulator systelll configuration. This choice also rna kes it
possible to use whatever weight allowance there is to make the single lllain
working boom as rigid as pos sible and obviously much more rigid than each
of separate bOOlllS if a multiple boon, concept were to be used for the same
weight allowance.
Six DaFt s are required to place a vector (fixed to the tip of
the bOOlll) in any arbitrary location in any arbitrary orientation. Scale
lllodel studies as described above in conjunction with analyses of past and
current lllanipulator experience (see Section 3.2.2.2) led to the candidate
bOOlll configurations shown in Figure 3.2.2-11. Additional111odel studies
showed that the extensible arlll configurations are not required even though
they lllay be convenient in SOllle situations. Extensible arlllS cannot be
made as light or simple as a fixed arlll for the same bending and tor sion
load capability thus they were ruled out.
\.
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Consideration of the boom. mobility requirements (particularly
around the space station), operator visual requirements and of the conlplexi-
ties involved when a Inanned control module is used led to the conclusion that
a control station internal to the shuttle or space station should be used. The
size required of an external, Inobil, Inanned control Inodule capable of ,.... 5
hours independent operation precluded passing the Inodule between adjacent
station side Inodules unles s greater separation is provided than in current
design configurations. Unless greater separation is provided. mobility be-
COInes Inore cOInplicated because the Inodule Inust always be passed around
the ends of the station side or core Inodules. FurtherInore the fact that man
is in the Inodule introduces safety probleIns and requires life support utility
connections which would not otherwise exist. The priInary reason(for con-
sidering an external Inanned Inodule is to provide for direct viewing of the
work scene. There are Inany tasks, including certain phases of station
asseInbly, where direct vision is not adequate .or even possible. Thus a
video systeIn capable of providing an adequate display of the work scene to
enable task accomplishInent is required even though direct viewing In8Y be
possible for SOIne tasks, Since such a vid.eo viewing bystern is required there
appears to be no reason to have a Inanned external Inodule particularly in
light of the other cOInp1ications that it introduc;es as described above,
On the basis of eliIninating the manned module and on the
scale Inodel and other studies noted above, the preferred 6 DOF kinematic
configuration shown in Figure 3. 3-2(a) was evolved. This configuration
cOInplies with all of the design rules presented in Section 3.2.2.2. The
shoulder and wrist-joint asseInblies ·would be Inade as COITlpact as possible
(short overall length). The arm lengths (a) and (b) need not be the saIne
length.
The walking boonl concept was evolved as a very attractive
and practical way of achieving the necessary Inobility particularly on the
space station but also on the shuttle. The walking boo In concept is particular-
ly attractive in terInS of interchangability and general purpose use. The
concept consists siInply of making the bOOIn syInmetrical about the elbow
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joint so that it can be operated froIn either end in identically the saIne
Inanner and of providing a strategic array of root point sockets which
either .end can plug into. A seven DOF configuration results as shown in
Figure 3. 3-2(b). The Ilextra ll joint in the"shoulder" (joint 6 in Figure
3. 3-2(b) ) can be used as an indexing joint but would norInally be inactive
(locked) during task operation. The bOOIn IIwalks II but plugging end over
end froIn one root point into another. Necessary interlocks and safetys
are provided to as sure that the "new " shoulder point is properly attached
before the " 0 1d ll shoulder is detached. Joints (1) and (7) are designed
such that they connect directly into the 'root points. Thus if root points
are built into cargo Inodules, station Inodules and other payloads they can
be handled without any special end effector on the boo In.
Preliminary layouts of the bOOIn indicate that each side of
the elbow will be 9. 1 In (30 feet) long. The distance froIn the wrist to the
elbow will be 7.3 In (24 feet) and froIn the wrist to the root point will be
1. 8 In (6 feet). The end connector of the bOOIn, the part that plug s into
the root point will be a Inale type plug-in collet, caIn actuated so that it
will hold the boom rigidly in place. It will also be configured Lo provide
electrical contact for all the power, control, Inonitoring and video circuits.
The bOOIn structural Inaterial will be a light weight alloy of aluIninuIn
titaniuIn or be rylliuIn.
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3. 3. 3 Actuators
As indicated in Section 3.2. 3 "Actuators ", selection of the
boom actuators was not considered important to the selection of the overall
boom concept. That is, whatever boom concept is selected, actuators can
be devised as required. This assumes that the selected boom configuration
will not be so unusual that it doesn't lend itself to . normal actuator design
practice. There is no problem in this respect as can be seen from
Section 3.3.2 above. Actuator analy ses and selection is presented in
Volume III, Part I, Section 6.3. 5, "A~tuator Configuration".
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3.3.4 Man/Machine Interface
The scale factor between the main boom and man (20/1),
the small force levels involved [~45.4 Kgs (~iOO lbs)J, the relative flexi-
bility of the boom [~30 ern (12 11 )J and the large masses involved [up to
",130,000 Kgs (",285,000)J require that a computer interface between man
and the boom (see Sections 3.2.2.1 llSingle vs Multiple Booms"and Section
3.2.5. 1 "Task Analysis II). For time consuming, slow translation type
movements, it is desirable to have the cornputer control the boom in a
supervisory mode. For such tasks, no force reflection or operator "feel"
is required. The computer can as sur~ that force limits are not exceeded.
For other precise tasks, such as capture of a fly-by object (the shuttle for
example) or such as dexterous manipulation with an anthroportnorphic
end effector (repair work), force reflection is required. The requirement
for a computer make s new n~aster/ slave control concepts pos sible; that
is, it is not necessary to havE' true geometric sensitivity between master
and slave if the computer lis used to provide the necessary coordinate trans-
fortnations to make the master / slave end points move and orient as if there
was true geometric similarity.
Several acceptable man-machine interfaces can be postulated
o
.
and without simulation and human factor' studie s it is difficult to define what
might be considered a truly optimum configuration. The selected rnan-
machine interface described below is the result of screening about 25 different
approache s 0 It is compatible with the control and viewing requirements
established for the overalltnanipulator system and does represent a baseline
f rom which a new optitnum configuration can be defined. The selected
concept allocate s control functions between man and machine in a logical
manner, and incorporates several of the control techniques now being
developed for advanced remote manipulation in other applications •. Trans-
fortnation of the operational concept to a physical inter face (the control
console) is treated in Volutne III "Concept Analysis".
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3.3.4.1 System Concept
Figure 3.3-3 illustrates schematically the (selected man-
machine interface system concept). The operator interfaces with a primary
set of displays and controls at the control console. An on-board computer
intervenes between the man/machine interfac'e and the controlled system. The
type and degree of intervention is a function of the system task. The controlled
system itself consists of the main boom and its permanent end-cluster, a set
of "plug-in" end-effector's, and the modules, cargo, or other objects to
which the end connector or end-effector s may be attached.
In the following sections, this concept is elucidated for the
primary control mode s.
3.3.4.2 Translation Control
Figure 3.3-4 illustrates the primary control and feedback
paths. Primary control of the boom in translation is by the computer through
indexing and supervisory routines. Movements of the end-effector are
planned and requested by digital means, using previously established indexing
coordina te s, or by means of a small analog rnodel o{ the manipo..llCi.tlJ.!.'.
Operations in progress are monitored through available overview
cameras ( on the camera boom and at the distal and proximal ends of the main
boom) and through digital readouts generated by the computer and by direct
observation.
Computer' translation brings the end-effector or load to within
a few feet of its intended location on the station.
3.3.4.3 Mating and Docking Control
Figure 3.3-5 illustrates the primary control and feedback paths.
The operator translates and orients the loaded or unloaded end-
effector by means of a I'qu'asi-isometric" joystick controller (a slight amount
of moveluent may optimize control !'feel "). The joystick is provided by fixing
the dexterous master arm in a convenient position. The required six degrees
of freedom are contained in a single right-hand unit. If interraction prevents
this, the three degrees of freedom for translation are controlled by the left-
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hand unit, and the three degrees of freedom for orientation by the right-
hand unit (a corresponding left-hand unit is required for special end effectors
including dexterous arms). Force or torque at the controller produces a
proportional rate of movement at the e:;:ld effector.
Mating and docking is monitored by a TV camera mounted dis-
tal of the end cluster, so that the operator actually 11£1ys 11 the effector or
load into its designated location. Alignment guides similar to those used
in previous space docking ope rations are provided. In addition, camera
orientation on the boom may be changed between effector mating and n1.odule
docking operations to compensate for differing directions or approach.
Direct visual observation augments the TV display wherever possible.
Computer-assisted end point control is used to provide compat-
ibility between how the operator pushes on his stick, and how the end point
translates on the display. That is, left-right, in-out, and up-down forces
on the stick always produce similar movements of the alignment guide
relative to the target object on the display screen. This concept is illustrated
in Figure 3. 3-6(a). A I'T" type alignment guide is shown, other types are
also feasible.
Since the display call1.era is mounted distal of the boom end-
cluster, orienting movements are automatically equated on the display screen
for any boom position. The suggested correspondence of stick torques to
display movement is presented pictorially in Figure 3. 3-6(b).
An auxiliary control mode is "ll1.icro indexing" through supervisory
computer control. This gives the operator capability to "step" the end-
effector by small fixed displacements in any direction. This control path is
shown dottc8 in. Figure 3.3-5.
3.3.4.4 Dexterous Control
Figure 3.3-7 illustrates the prill1.ary control and feedback paths.
Control of the dexterous end-effectors is by the same end-point technique used
to control the main boom. In this case, the operator uses the stick controller
to maneuver the claw or tool into contact with the work along "anthropometric II
coordinates such as "reach " , ifraise " , !'lower ", etc.
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The operator monitors the work of the slave arms through a
stereo/foveal TV system. This gives him a 3 -dimensional image of the
immediate work space, with higher resolution in the central position than
in the periphery. He may also utilize an overview camera to show the
general position of the dextrous effector relative to the workspace or
adjacent structures.
3.3.4.5 Emergency Control
Figure 3.3-8 illustrates the centrol and feedback path.
It is as surned the computer is disabled. The operator con-
trols the boom directly through switches which run the individual joint
a.ctuators at fixed rates in either direction.
Position of the boom, end -effector, and load is monitored by
means of all available TV cameras, and also by means of joint-angle
sensors on the boom. Operation is slow and stepwise.
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3.3.5 Visual System
As described in Section 3.2.6 "Visual System", the technology
and component availability for the visual system is very good. The type of
visual system required is very task dependent; that is, if dexterous, precise
tasks are involved stereoscopic, high resolution viewing is required; if on the
other hand only space station as sembly, cargo module transfer or simple
satellite deployment are involved, monocular, single field, moderate resolu-
tion viewing may be adequate. In the present effort, the full spectrum of
tasks are involved, therefore a stereoscopic, high resolution black and white
and color system has been selected.
Conservation of video bandwidth is important and therefore a two~
field, high resolution (1200 line) foveal/low resolution (1200 line over", 4 times
the foveal area) peripheral system has been selected. The resolution of such
a display provide s a 2-step match of the natural eye acuity angular distribution.
(See Figures 3.2.6-1 and 3.2.6-3).
In order for the video cameras to be able to cover the entire
functional envelope of the manipulator, H1.ultiple locations will be used, such as,
"head" of the dexterous manipulator, shoulder and wrist of the boon1., critical
locations such as on visual alignment aids and on a dedicated boom. de scribed
below. All cameras will be lnounted on remotely controlled pan and tilt orientable
supports. The cameras on the dexterous manipulator and the main booln wrist.
and shoulder will be stereo-foveal, on the dedicated boorn will be foveal only and
the other cameras will be single field. The can1.eras will use image tubes with
silicon matrix, safe against direct sun illun1.ination. Other camera features
will be automatic brightnes s control, automatic focus and color wheel (to be
used only when color is required). Special purpose attachments, such as endo-
s copes can also be provided. The rationale for, and greater detail on, these
features are given in Section 3.2.6.
The initial recommended concept for primary video display and
camera position control was to use a mobil viewer as described in Section
3.2.6.11 and as shown in Figures 3.2.6-5 and 3.2.6-6. However, on further
consideration by NASA MSC personnel, it was believed that even though such an
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approach could provide a high quality optical display and a simple, natural
carnera position control mode, the possible cumberance to the operator made
it less desirable than a fixed panel mounted display. Accordingly, a pane 1
mounted concept as shown in Figure 3.2.6-4 was selected and approved.
Camera position control for this display concept can be accomplished by eye
direction tracking techniques, such as are under development at Honeywell,
at the Transportation Systems Center of the Do S. Department of Transportation
and at Stanford Research Institute.
As described in Section 3.2.6.1; the selected image tubes have
the dynamic range to accommodate 10w'illumLlation levels up to direct sun
light illumination, although they cannot resolve such levels simultaneously.
Illumination in earth shadow therefore presents no serious problem and can
be accomplished with dual beam incande scent lamps. It is believed that the
high brightne s s gradiants in the sunlight condition can be accomn'lodated by
field sharing and camera positioning as described in Section 3.2.6.12.
In order to obtain adequate viewing of the many pos sible work
areas, it was concluded that a separate dedicated auxiliary viewing boom is
required. With such a boom, a high resolution (monocular) roveal camera
can be focused at any arbitrary work area at any desired attitude (within the
reach envelope of the viewing boom). The viewing boom would be configured
to mate with the main boom root points so that it can be placed at a variety
of locations about the station or shuttle.
Since there are no large dynamic or active loads on the viewing
boom [it need only support the cameras and lights which together weigh about
23 Kg (,...50 Ibs)] the viewing boom can be of light weight construction compared
to the main boom. The astromast type booms under development for solar
panel deployment are well suited for the viewing boom (see Figures 3.3 - 9, -10,
and -11). By mounting such a boom on a 2 DOF shoulder attachment, the ex-
tainable feature provide s the third DOF required to locate the dis tal end of any
de sired location within the reach envelope of the b001TI. By attaching a 3 DOF
orientor assembly on the tip, the camera/light assembly can then be placed
in any desired orientation at any given location of the tip. Therefore, an
astromast type, dedicated viewing boom has been selected for the basic mani-
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pulator systeITl. It should be noted that although its force c:apability is low
cOITlpared with the main boom (by a factor of say ,...,5), the auxiliary boom
could still be used as a back-up e~ergency booln for some operations.
The astroboom mast illustrated in Figure-s 3.3-9, -10, and -11
has an envelop diameter of 20 11 ; however, smaller versions (diameter ~l 011).
have been developed. In either case the booms collapse into a very compact
volume having a length on the order of • 76m (2_1/2 1 ) to 1. 52m (51). The
collapsed astromast should present no stowage problems on either the shuttle
or station.
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3.3.6 Data Processing and Transmission System
The data processing equipment required for the manipulator
system is state-of-the-art and aln1.ost available on an Iloff-the-shelf" basis.
Therefore, no attempt has been made to define the processing equipment
for concept selection. However, the overall proces sing and transmis sion
concepts have been considered and the following approaches selected.
Hard wire as opposed to RF radiation is best choice for video
control and monitor signal transmission because of the ghosting, fading
and multipath problems that will occur in working around the space station
and shuttle. The space station is of particular concern with regard to RF
electromagnetic radiation transmission because of the many configuration
change s that it can be expected to evolve through (i. e., beginning as a mini-
mal size and growing to a large multimodule station with frequent module
exchanges for cargo transfer, etc). It appears impractical to attempt
building the directional, high gain antennas that would be required for satis-
factory signal transmis sion for all boom and station/shuttle configuratior.s.
This is particularly so when it also appears that a hard wire RF tranbrni::>sion
system is straight forward to achieve.
Of the several video hard wire transmission system.s described in
Section 3.2.8.2, the parallel coax has been selected as the be st choice since
it offers low loss, 10v;1 reflection performance and can provide a high band-
width capability. Furthermore, a parallel coax system. is light weight (a few
Kgs) and is compatible with the space station since parallel coax is planned
for it also. Similarly there should be no compatibility problems on the shuttle.
A parallel pulse code modulation (PCM) system has been selected
for command and monitor signal transmission. The selection rationale is
presented in more detail in Section 3.2.8. L In summary, a parallel PCM
system was selected over either an analog or serial pulse code modulation
system because it offers the best overall in terms of reliability (more reliable
than an RF system), low weight (lower than an analog system), low cost
(lower than a serial PCM system), high accuracy (higher than analog), growth
capability (better than analog), and com.patibility with the space station and
shuttle (it is known that the station will use a parallel PCM system).
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3.3. 7 Materials
Although no weight litnit was set for the concept selection
phase, it is clear that low weight is desirable. Thus low density tnaterials
should be used where possible and practical. The bootn/actuator assetnbly
is of particular concern since it is the single heaviest cotnponent and it
tnust be tnade as stiff as possible. Filaluent wound and other Cotnposite
tnaterials offer potential advantages, but require significant state-of-the-
art developtnent. Therefore a ground rule has been established (see
introduction to Section 3. 3 "Concept Selection !1) that the pritnary structural
tnaterials will be litnited to alloys of such light weight tnetals as alutninutn,
titaniutn or berylliutn (see also Section 3. 10 "Materials ").
Greases, oils, and lubricants in general, should be the type
that will not outgas, for outgassing on mirrors, space telescopes, etc. could
ruin the tnission of these instrmnents. The state-of-the-art for space lubri-
cants is well advanced so that no difficultie s should be encountered in this
area.
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The state-of-the -art of manipulator and teleoperator technology
was reviewed and updated during the course of this study. Docum.entation
of the state-of-the-art is represented by the bibliography presented in this
section. This bibliography also includes some standard works used as
reference material in certain parts of the study. The bibliography is
organized in the following manner.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (ECS)
AND
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS (LSS)
EC/LSS - 1. Lunar Module Environmental Control Subsystem
Explains the basic function and operation of the LM Environmental
Control Subsystem (ECS) and lists the salient parameters of the
subsystem components.
EC / LSS - 2. Apollo Portable Life Support Sysb~m
Explains the basic function and operation and lists the salient
components parameters for the following Second Generation
Apollo Portable Life Support Elements
a) Portable Life Support System (PLSS)
b) Oxygen Purge System (OPS)
c) Buddy Secondary Life Support System (BSLSS)
d) Pressure Control Valve (PCV)
EC/LSS - 3. Space Shuttle Environmental Control/Life Support System
Oral briefing by H. S. on July 8, 1971 under contract
No. NAS 1-10359.
EC / LSS - 4. Space Shuttle Environmental Control! Life Support System
Oral briefing by H. S. for McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company, June 29, 1971.
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Support System
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EC / LSS - 7. Space Shuttle Environmental Control and Life Support System
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Life Support Systems Branch
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Houston, Texas
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Section Chief
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Hamilton Standard
EC / iSS-13. Advanced Portable Life Support Concepts
Thomas W. Herrala and James G. Sutton
Advanced Systems Group
Hamilton Standard Division
EC / iSS-14. Monopropellant Hydrazine Experience
Hamilton Standard Publication - SP 03R 71-A
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1-1
1.0 Pu?~CS~
1.1 OEJEC7IVE
Th~ objectiv~ of t~is study is the engineering a~alysi3 and devel-
op~eDt of the preli~na~J design of a systen fo~ asse~bling a
Shutt:;'e LaunC:-led Space Station and loeding or u-'11oading Shuttle.
cargo.
1.2 E!lD PRODUCT
~ne end p~oduct o~ the contractual effort is to be dra~ings of a
full-scale nocLup a'1d a report whic~ describes the prelininarJ
design of the device and its capabilities.
1.3 BACKGROUnD
A Teleoperator (T/O) is a general purpose, deA~erous. cybernetic
machine which has ~2n in the cont~ol loop. T/O's have been
employed to Ea?e it possible for ~an to ef~iciently f~'1cticn in
hostile envircnne!!ts on earth and under the seas. 'Ynis effort
shall investigate the application of a device e~ployiLg T/O
principles to accc~plish specific tasks in the hostile environ-
ment of outer space.
It is reasonable to aSSUT:e then that no basic research is required
before a Tlo can be developed fox' space application. This SOH is
based upon this assu~ption and seeks to focus the available tech-
nology upon the specific application of developing a device for
assembly of a space station utilizain Tlo techniques .
.,
2-1
2.0 SCOPE
2.1 GENERAL
The contractor will provide the necessary resources to perform
engineering analysis and preliminary design of the assembly and
cargo handling concept described. in Section 3.0 of this SO\o1.
2.2 PROGIWI, SCliEDULE
The contracto~ will support the contract_effort and comply with
the program schedule depicted in Figure 1.
3.0
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3-1
TECE-:aCP.L HE01JIP.~·TiTS
GENITAL
STUDY HEQUlRE.:K2S
The contractor will be required.to develop alternative T/O
approaches or concepts that are applicable to the fulfill~ent
of the technical objectives set forth in ~his SOW. These alter-
natives ,1ill be the result of concept and feasibility investi-
gations, trade-off analysis, engin~ering assessments and/or
other specific i~entified icvestigations. Each alternative
\-Till: (a) specify an:r evolving scientific and technological
f .. d" d .. t (' \ .. , t .. ~ -'-},.. t/+' ...... , . t-In lngs an rec:,:n.. re:::en s, :::; laen lIy \, .•e l:npac ... eaS10:"_1 Y
of prod~ct utilization, and (c) identify the impact that these
require~ents ~ay have on gross schedules and costs. Based on
the alternatives that have been presented, the contractor will
be required to rank these alternatives in order of their
desirability!
DESIG;r HEQUIRE·1E:lTS
The contractor v:il1 prepare requirexents ~h+ch will .define in
more detail the concepts and theories e:::e:,ating from the study
~f·:':::.:"~. ::-.L-y-:~-c~-..:.:(~-.Ltc...~ ~v~i.~::'~~Vl-1~ U~.l~t=.t ,·.ll";"c!.! L:'l.L~ eyuJ.F:£~t.'£ll"
is to operate anl the perfor:::ance and the detailed character-
isticE of the equi;~ent ~ill be cle~rly spe6lfied. Concep~s
will be definitized to the point where preliminary designs can
be prepared.
These require::ents vlill specify those special factors that :-:lust
be consi~ered in translati~g the design data into tangible end
ite~s. Specii'ic e:nphasis 'I,ill be directed. to. develop~er;t re-
quire~ents in su~port of breaiboarding, prototype fabricatior.,
co~po!1e:1't testing: e;:;pirical testir:g, and other develop:::eEt
criteria that are intend~d to expose design deficiencies before
they reach the .::.aEufacturing or operational phase of the pro-
ject. The contractor may co~duct laboratory evaluations to
investigate particular design problens.
L-/ t,- /)
3.2
3.2.1
3-2
SYSTE;~'EEQUIP.E:e:;;TS
GEHERJ..L P.EQUIRE8lTS
One of the ~ore p~oDising techniques for establishing a space
station in earth orbi t involves t::e assenbl:r of nodules deli ':ered
to orbit by t~e space shuttle. '~~is tech~ique woulQ also be .
applicable to the orbital asseEbly of other adv~Jced syste~ such
as large earth or earth sJ~chro~o~s, lunar, o~ pl~~etarJ payloads
where nodular asse::::bly is re~ui~cd. F~~d~7.ental to the cc~cept
of modular space statio~ asse:::bly is a tec::ni~u2 for tra:1sferr:'ng
the modules fro= the shuttle to a docking position o~ the station
core eler.:ent. A.'1 C'~'1alysi.s and e-ralue.tion .,,:ill be r:ade on a T10
for trensferrir:g 2..'1d !:aneu'vering I!:odules betveen a space shuttle
and a I:!odular space station. The Tlo device shall consist of a
manipulator boo:::: articulated at should.er, el1;;:mT, and \irist-tn;e
joints to accor.:~lish t~e asse::::bly of a r.:od~ar space station and
unloading 2..'1c?- loa:ii:"lg s:-,uttle ca~go. 'I'1:e contractor shall define
the criteria and 0-/2ra11 re::;uire::::ents of the device. The device
should be acsig::ed to :;:er::-i t doc~:ing a r.:odule to a space st?tion
01' other orbital ::::odule hi th verJ 1m... closure ~ates 2..'1d ,.;i th very
precise co~trol so that the docking loads are sr.:all eno~gh to be
absorbed b:r t:-:e ceYice, the~-eb:{ re1ievir:g the requirer::e:lt for
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station attc..c~ed 2...'1d ".-ill co::sist of a rr;ar:ned r:.odule ',:hid; caD
clock on 2J1:r of" t:-le st2.:'icns d·.)c::i:l; ports ~la. v...-:;i en possesses
one or ~ore ~~'1i;ul~to"·boo~~. 7~e space st~tion Eodules co~si­
dereJ ",ill be sh:.:.ttJe Ja1.l.'1ched. ~1e basic r:/O :~c:..'1ctio::.s ',.,rill be
the docki'"0 and asser::""::!2-:,' of the :.:.ociu.les c::to a station core,
cargo docking o~ c~'go tr2..'1sfer to the cc~ple~~d statio~. A
module of t:-lis 1;;:asic t:r;e ":as ?os-:ulated ir. t~.e Pre-Phase A Study
of a Shuttle-Lau::c~ed Space Static:':: develcped by !·:SC and. r:O'tl
under stuc:,' by :;;l~1i. Attachr.ent 2 cc~tail:.s s~etches of the co~cept.
The T/o ~odule ~ould be sDaller th2...~ the statio~ ~od~les so that
the arr.lS C2...'1 be stc'"ed ex-temally 2..'1d s"till fit in the shuttle
bay. Tne lC:oc.ule '..rill have :::CS 2..'10. ;o·.-:er syste::.s capable of lim-
ited inde~endent o~eratior. b~t intended to be r:or~3l1v connected
to the st~tio:l. ;...- ~a.ir of a~r::s (cr single ar::'l i f det~~ir:ed
feasible) ~ill 1;;:e lcng 2...'1d e~uip;ed ~ith specialized e::.d e:~ectors.
These 2.r~ ",,"iJ.l te "...ls·ea. :'..:>r :::od:.1le c.ocki-:-:..g, carF;O trELY)sfe:r', and to
move the Tlo ::.:>dule be~·.{ee~ d::>c:dng Iorts. .tl. secc~d set of
shorte~, be~e~~1-~~~~o5e a~~ ~ill be st~iieQ ~O~ asse~~ly aId
other opers.:'i c::s. '.2:e ~=,:;,e a::d r:u:::.""::!er of ~nd effector;; 3:lc.!o:,
tools neces S 2.Y:t t.c ac~C':-:;<Li=:h t::~e E_.s~i~~ec. tc:-sks 2..re 't.O ·oe c.eter-
mined. Vis·.!e.l s::s:,e:::3 -,,-i 11 "be inco:::-;:cyatec. -....r.ere necessa:::y, and
their utilizst:0n e,aluat~d.
I·lass Cnartlct2riE'ti cs of the !:od.:l2.es :;-resentl:; bein~ co::side:red for
nsse~~l:l i~to c. r,,:C'Gu.2.2.r" sp3.ce S"t2~.:C'·~) 3.!"e l::3l.e~ i~ _;:.t2.2::::er;t 3.
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Tne contractor s:'a11 de fine the require::.ents for each of the suo-
syste::-;s S'.lch as: video, ir:strur::entatio;l, pO',Ter, cont::-ol, tani-
pu1ato;', and ere·... operations <:"'1d !TIan/wac:'1ine interface.
co:/c~?':' EVP.LU:-.TIC;
The capa"biJi t:r of current technology to support deveJc:;:r::ent of
this T/o de~ri.ce s1';al1 be investigated a:-~::i any critical technolo,;::
develup!:.:-::nt required eSl='edally aay paci::g technolo&r must be
identified.
KIiiEi·L4.TI CS
The app::-oxic2..te sizes, strengths, and der;rees of articulation
shall 'be deteF~r,ed.
INITIf,r, t':IALYSIS
A si~ple r::at~e!:.:atical s'1alysis of a basic dyn~jc model will be
prc-::Jared to dete:~..:::::';:e the fo::..~es s!1d !IlC~::'o::s of t~1e a:c::-,s. The
-UCi~..i.C ;:>"l",re:lg~!1 re'.!.u.:!.rem.er.~s ·,:2.1.J,. De ext:::-ap0.lat.ed 1"ro::;. -::-ne ana1./-
tical data.
Tte r,e.jcr subs:,ste::l, Telecc:;.=::.mications, shall be designed to t:~e
extent neC2SS ary too evalu2.tei:,l1is subsys-::'e:: IS inpact l1pon syste:::
concepts a::d eve::t~ally to i;.tegrate the ~eleco~~~'1ic2..~ions
desi91 ir,to t~e sele~ted syste:,:l. Detailei circuit desi§;:ls are
not req,ui:::-ed u.'1der the assu.-:;:;:tion that si:.ing tol'2ra:'.ces are no-:
critical.
Trade studies anc. desigri effc.~·t are to be conducted \'::~1ich resul-::'
in a cO:1ceptus.l a:;:p:~':)ach E...'1d subsystem design .....hich shall be
docUlf.ented to the ::~oll()·.... inb extent as a ~;!1iI:lun:
a. Conceptual apprGach, description and basis the~efor.
b. Block d.i ag~'am. ( s ) .
c. Pa~'a:::etric c.escriptic:'. of each eler:e:~"';: inc.l"'.1d~Ln~ ...-eight,
pO\,'er, gec:::et r:', locstion '. fu::ctio:'.3.1 perfor:-22..'1c:::.
d. Interface descriptions ~1d require!:.:en~s on other subsyste:::s.
3.3.5
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.2
I
I
i
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PRELIl.:JD,ARY D::::SIG:'1
A preli~inarJ cesign of the various co~cepts ~ill be established.
Tnis ...:ill be a '/e::--./ shalle;..;· e::alysis that provides eno·..:.€;h infor-
mation to evaluate the different concepts.
CC;;CEPT J;lIALYSIS
DET1JL K::QUIR::::;·Z:TS
Based upon. the results of the prel.:i.:::ir;arJ analyses descri'ted in
paragrap:-l 3.3, tr:e reTuirer:e:-;ts for t:-.e systeJ:..3 shall be e:,:p21ded
and developed further to support the detail analysis of a
selected concept or co~cepts.
DETAIL X;ALYSIS
The selected ccncept(s) shall be ~~alyzed in further detail, a~d
the car;abi li ty of t}-.e device to t"f-:et the desisn criteria a..'1d
requirc2ents shall be established.
a. The r:.ethod of controlling the articulation of the boo~ shall
be specified. f~y ~c~trol au~er;tation reQuired, such as
limit s·..,'j.-;;,ches, shall be consi~ered.
b. The contractor shall perfoc:n -?-.n <'r,e.:!.:,-:::).s to deter:-;ine the:
naxi~un leads to whic~ the boo=s ~ay be subjected. A preli=-
inary eyal'J.2.tion of the structural inte{;Ti ty of the ar:;..s
s11all be conc'.1cted.
c. Further d:,C:2~,i c ar.alyses ... -ill be perfor:ned to deterrr.ine the
power required to actuate the device. PreliminaG' evalua-
tions of the respcnse characteristics of the device shall be
detcrnined.
d. Stu~r a~d design effort of the Telecc~~Q~ications subsyste~
shall consider as a ~~i~~~ the follo~ing:
(1) Hardline versus R.F. ~ra~s~ssion.
(2) Total si~al re~uire=~nts such as nu=ber of sign~ls,
signal c~?:.r2~::ter2.st:'25, si~!::::.l Te:;.uirer.:ents \-e~S".12
opere.tic::al ti:::e line, si~-:al acc-..:.racies 1?J1d allo·,~e.ble
error r~t,es.
(3) Signal forma1;s.
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(6) Local signals versus re~ote, local computation.
(7) Multiplexing techniques.
(B) Band".ridth cO:::lpression ..
(9) Near field effects, ~~tenna nattern obscuration, signal
overloading, electrc=~~etic cc=patibility.
(10) Televisicn light levels, li&~tin5 gec~etrJ, auto~atic
light level compensation a~d ?~otecti6n.
(11) Tele\~sion picture quality as?ects such as field of
view, depth of field, resolution, contrast range, grey
shades, si~al/noise, ~ction ~e"iiticn, gec=etrJ distor-
tion, controlled f~~ctions such as len~ settings.
(12) Telev-isio!1 display ~"'1d central ~?ects such as sc2.,.~ con-
version, head/eye a:=ed ~ele\~s:cn ca=eras, h~~, factors
consideratior.s such as conitor size.
e. The types of end effectors.'shall "te investigated to the
3.4.4
An a~a1Ysis of the capability of the s~5te~ to meet the criteria
and re~uire~ents called for in pa~agra~h 3.2, as exp~"'1jed by
paragraph 3.4.1, "..;ill be acce~1ished.
UTILI?Y
An a"'1alysis ~ill be conducted to dete~-i~e the eA~ent a~d lioi-
taticns of the de\~ce's operational utili~y.
The results of t~e concept e::alysis sh2.ll include in addition to
a preli!::inar:r desib!1 of the selec-:ed cC:lcept:
a. Design sensitivity curves with respect tv input data.
b. Estimates of .....eig..'1t and volu::.e.
c. Esti~ates of response capa~ility.
d. L?grading possibilities.
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e. Fut"ure proble;:-,s.
f'. Estir:ates of developr.ient tirr.e and cost.
3. 6 ~·18CKT..JP DRJ.:..:n:cs
The contractor shall prepare drawings of a full-scale soft mocKup
of the syste!n.
3.7 PRELI!lI!lAIW DESIG:r DP.A",,'IHGS
The contractor shall prepare dra.wings of' the preliminary designs
of the selected ccncent(s).
3.8 HAN-I·Y\.CHI!IE INTERFACE
The contrac:tor shall develop a prelir:dnar,:r definition of the
rnan-m:::.chirle interface beb:een the controller( s) a.'1d t~e r:;2-..'1inuls.tor
boom(s). A prelir::inary d::::finitio:1 of t::e reoui.red feedback -
inforrmtion as well as the design of the ::laster control station
should be prepared.
3.9 PROPULSIOll PACKAGE REPLACE;·illlT
Assess tOile inpact e..'1d d.esirability of ut:Dizbg a cor::;:on T/o fo~~
station c.:.sser:;'bly 2.::'ld p~·C?;-uls::'on p2.c~:a;e replace:::ent. Each pro-
pulsion package is ~isualized to include propella.'1t a'1d t2-..'1~age.
engine quad., 2...'1d SllppG:..~~i:l:; stYuct~-:.re. C!11y t"_ec~2..nicc..l att2.C~:!:::2::t
and electrical ccn:1ect::'8ns '.'ill be required.. A baseline ;,.;eigh-r.;
of 600 pOQ'1ds per packa;e ~ill be used. Z~e s~uttle la~'1c~ed
space station can be a3s~ed to include a nini~~ of four packa~es
mOlmtea ei t1:er cO~l::pletel:1 exteyne..l to t~e for~ Jines of t::e sta-
tion (for exe...:::ple, at doc;r.ir:l6 ports) or in recessed rece-;:-:'e.cles.
One cO:1ce~yt ....;as d.e fined. in t~e p~e;,hs.se A stue:,"" of a s:;u~t Ie
lamlChed ~pace station CCr:lcucted by :·:SC. All place:::ent operations
will be conducted outsice of the normally pressurized station
yolume.
e-J- /i
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4.0 PROOPJl';/f r·:p.:·TAGE·lE!)T REQUIP,E.rEH'l
4.1 ORGAHIZATIOH REQUIREliEHTS
Not a.pplicable.
4.2 CONFERENCE REQUIRE!·~ITS
The contractor will be required to participate in reviews and
interface meetings at other contractor's and IffiSA Centers.
The rlsc technical monitor, through the HSC contracting officer,
will notify the contractor of those meetings he is pxpected to
attend.
4.3 CONFIGURATION VtAHAGE!v1ENT REQUIRDlEHTS
Not appicalbe
4.4 PROGRAl·1 CONTROL REQUIP.E~1EHTS
Not applicable
4.5 COI'lTRAC'TOR DATA j·'1A.NAGE:·!EIIT
The contractor vlill establish a system of manageme~t or utilize
his existir:g ~G.ta L::o.nager:1ent functtor!;. tf a.pl:,J_~icablt2'; for Lb.E:
data called for in the SOH. The data ma11agement system "lill be
capable of providing appropriate internal procedures for con-
trol of the collection, prep~ration, publication, quality,
assessment, distribution, and maintenance of data.
The contractor will maintain as a ready reference for NASA a
complete listing of all source docllf2ents utilized during the
contract period of performance.
4.6
4.6.1
DOCffi.:ENTATION REQUlREi·lENTS
GENERAL
The contractor will furnish all data items identified and de-
scribed on the Data Require~lents List (DRL), NASA Form 1106.
The data items will be prepared in accordance with the Data
Requirements Description (DRD) , NASA For:n 9, attached to the
DRL and referenced on the DRL for each line of data specified
thereon. Hhere practical, the contractor's own internal docu-
ments will be utilized to meet and/or supplement the requirements
specified in the applicable DRD. Internal docwnents need not be
retyped or reprinted prior to sub!llission.
4.6.2
4.6.3
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In additio~ to the data identifi~d and described on the DFL,
the contra~torwill fQr~ish such other sQpple~ental data as
required by this SCo'T a;.d attach!::erlts. Hhenever such data ite:!ls
are identi:ied, either by the co~tractor or iIASA, they will be
derined by DRD 1 s a~d listed on s~pplemental DRL's to be subse-
quently furnished to or developed by the contractor.
DATA REQU:CRENE:ITS LIST
Attachment 1 is a completed DRL nith associated DRD's applicable
to this SO:·7.
REPORT:=IG UlIITS
Final reporting will be in'inter~ational units. English units
will be in parentheses iw~ediately roll~ding the international
units.
4.7 D'l"TERFACE REQ,UIREt'illITS
Hot applicable
4.8 FURTHER DEIJELOp.·:E~·rT PROG~ll
tr:"'no nAY"I+ ........ r::tr>+,...."... ,..,,;11 ""'"' ..... ,-.,.,T~rl..... ,.... -- ...... ,.., ......... ,....+"" 4-\... _-. _ -.. ... _ _ ..: ..::1
---_ - --- -- --- - -- , .•_-- .1:'- -. --.... - __...-_v __ ~J_ LJ ~ .....
to design, develop, a:::i manuractt;r9 the syste8 and an example of
a typical clevelopl::ent schedule.
5.0 SUF?OP.T P.E~TJ:S-=:·~l:TS
5.1 GOVERl~·2?:T-?2l:ISiBDPRO.=-..::.::-:i
Not app1icf:.":::le.
5-·
6.0 Q.Ufl.LITY P£S".;?J.:':SE
Not applicable.
..'
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7.0 RELI;3ILITY
In t~e conduct of this effe~t, it is expected that tr.e contractor
"roul:: r:orr.:.ally S2~CI; out cr i -:ics.l ~·;e::}r.r.esses s.nd previde appro-
priat~ corrective ~2~ScITes. It is therefore ~r-ticipstcd that the
~eli~b~lity re~~ire=~~ts will not n2cessitate any significant in-
crease in resc'~ces c~t ~ill provide ,assurance that relia.tility
tec~iques a~e' bei~g ~tiliz2i as a ~esign or study tool.
'l'he contractor ',·,ill i:cclude Yel,i::.1:ilitj' facto~s; i. e., failure
moc.es and effects on .s~..ste::: p::;Y:'o:-:::ance, as t::'~ic ele:;ents OI~ -:h€
tra~e-off stuiies to e~sure =~ui:;:=er.t reliability and long life
total syste~:s perfo~:::.::::.ce.. 2ingl::= fail~.:.re poi:-:ts sr-:ocld be identi-
fied. This effu·t s::clld pls.:::e e::::?D9.sis on eptirr.izing the apP2.'oach
to systen~ design, ~e~·~~da~~y, ~~i~tain~bili~y. Reliebili~y pre-
dictions and esti~atic::.s rr:a~ be useful in evaluatir~ design trade-
offs. P. sUI:.ma!7 of t:C.s reli =.cility ef:'crts peYforr:-.ed Hill be
incl~ied in the ~inal Yeport.
The contractor ·...-ill ta~:e ar;,rcpriste!::easures to previde e.ssurar:~e
thct the result:::.nt pre iuct -.:ill r:ct preclude t:1e efficient app2.ica-
ticn of a ;:'lore c.~tailej relis.oilHy prcgra."11 ioy follo',-i-Of. effort.
._/ .... 1'
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8.0 c .. -;:-:-,, ......-- -..:..-
In the ce~~;c~ of this st~cy, it is e7.pecte~ that t~e contractor
,Till nor::e.ll:: ic.~nti.:J s s:f'et:.- conc,=:-:-,s and p:-ovide cerrective
~esures. :t i: th~:-efor2 ~~tici~~~e~ thst fer tn~s contract,
+"'Je sys-'-.;or. "'''-~E:-'-'T e"~"'~or-'- ,.o;l' be ~Y·-'-~::ratc.,':; ',-ith ':""0 ";osl'gn eff'ort
""'''' ..... .v_._. :-_ VJ --- ... v 01___ :~._-:::. --: .': . l..o_.~ 7- -:-
cnr,/e +~"'--Y.- -"'d -', " "'0- renu'''''- ~"'Y "'l'T~"flc~'-'- 'n"'''''o<>se 1.n~ '- ...,=...,\,1_ .. :::', ::A..J. (._~ J.. J ~ _:: -'::='.ll .... ~.:. .. _ ::... •• :,., - '-'_ ..... -
resources. :e s~ppor~ trsc.e-off s:~~ies, e:-~ineeri~g assess~ents,
or breac.~c~'c. t~sti~~, t~e ccntr~c::r shall searc~ fer hazards and
prc·riCie .... o~~·,',.:..~oY'~ -..., tee!..; -:lY ~-,.r-,::.",-'-ed ",~"r'e f';-;"-'- eouiot:r--nt or~ ~ : ..... :::'~·~:c~.J.::~ _-;-L- ~~r7. ~-~~:._~~~ • :::; .L~~~~~ -~ - •• - •p_c~otyp_ ::<.. _ Q_~l5n_-,- ... _~h ~arc.:."" -=...:..lIn.1.n::c ....~u or ·_c,.~rol.Led.
Considere.t~c~ s~sll be give~ to S~~~ aspects as fail operational/
:fail safe cC:::-::Ji.:',s.tio::s, enY~ ""on,"l1e:-..'::·~:" extre:::-.es exceec.ir..g perscnnel
and equi~==~t tcler~~ces, e;.~rgy 2c'~ces, electric~~ overlo3ds
and shoc~, ~~si~rertent act~~vions, 2~:f'ety csvices, n~clear radia~
tion, fl?.=--..:s.·::;ility, tc:-:icit:r, caut ~:::-::/':larni~g devi~~2, t:i:.le con-
straints, ~::~:::~;er::~y ~~oc:e:5.lV::::s, pc-:-=:c. source fai1'..zes, e.!1cl other
critical ="-~~ct~on2. ~~e ~ontre~ cf haze~:5.s she.~ include cor-
rective ::-_~=.5·zes in t:J.~ fol2.c-.:ing 2=~~ence e~ cotlbir.::=.tions thereof:
design for :-';~i:::-.1..":1 hE..3E..r~S, 2sfety ~e'lices, -..:s.rni!":: :'evices, 2nd
special p~c2ei~res. uncont~cllec or resicusl haza:-:5.s shall be
flegged for visibili~y.
'l'n~ contre.C-:;01: is dG.vised tl:s.t his ~esign ~·:ill be "'.:::'-2::t to a
r:ore .... .J... .:--:-r; .... -..:...~.,..., ,.._:"o.L'I'-Y- "',c::..:'- _. ", -c:: ... ··~·':.:~:~·:~ll TQe~2.~_:: .• S., ""v<..... s::c"-_vJ ::c.. a.LY __ ,,- _n ~nJ _.-'1.~.:..";:,'~:.~0O",-,-o."-on
exten~io., c .... CO"-'-l'<'(;'" CC1"''':-'''J'u-=>!'1-'-''' ne ",f'",',' "-"" ,,"'~";:c"'rl'<>;-'"
.... __.. _ •• ...J_ ..... Vo ...... __ ~_ '-'_ ..': _.L ... 1 ..... ..:....-L .J:!C..... 4 ._."':'_ '~- C"V __
attention to s~f~ty cc~side~~~ions ~Q'nini~2=e sutE~~~e~t dc~n-
stre ..., do""'''; - ....... /0""\ ....... """ 0. .L,.~j •a!.1 __ :; _=:, __/ ..... \,...~_c\..rpv~_-L cne..::,s2s 0
9.0 A?PLICABE if£F 3: ;'I'S
. Not applicable.
•
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Man Shuttle
SPACE STATION AND SHUTTLE PARAMETERS
Appendix
Orbital Weight
Overall Length
Ove.ra11 Height
Overall Width
Roll Moment
of Inertia
Pitch Moment
of Inertia
Yaw Moment
of Inertia
Large Shuttle
Orbital Weight
Overall Length
Overall Height
Overall Width
68,038.5 Kilograms
37.3 meters
11.6 meters
27.7 meters
1, 054, 013 Kilogram meter 2
26,114, 332 Kilogram meter
6, 324, 891 Kilogram meter 2
129,118.5 Kilograms
52.1 meters
17.2 meters
29.7 meters
(150,000 pounds)
(122.5 feet)
(37.9 feet)
(90.8 feet)
2(777,400 slug ft )
2(4,509, 700 slug ft )
. 2(4,665,000 slug ft )
(284,659 pounds)
(171. 0 feet)
(56. 3 fe~t)
(97. 5 feet)
Roll Moment
I" ~ ••
'J.t. .!.,ner(;l.a 2, 818; 745 Ki.1ograrn rneter 2 (2,079, GOO _ _.2 ..Slug 11: )
Pitch Moment
of Inertia
Yaw Moment
of Inertia
19,541,403 Kilogram meter2
20,543,353 Kilogram meter 2
2(14,413,000 slug it )
2(15,152,000 slug ft )
Shuttle Launched Module for Modular Space Station
Weight
Diameter
Length
11,340 Kilograms (25,000 pounds)
4.3 meters (14 feet)
9. 8 meters (32 fee't)
SHUTTLE DOCKING 'CLOSURE RATES AND MISALIGNMENTS
Centerline
Miss Distance ~ 0.1524 meters (6 inches)
Miss Angle
Forward Velocity 0.1219 meter/sec (.4 fps)
Lateral Velocity 0.0475 meters/sec (.15 fps)
Angular Rate O. 10 / sec
